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Q12 - What three words would you use to describe West Jordan?
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Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

crowded congested cramped

Big Friendly Commercial

Under Educated Diverse Old

Big Nice Balanced

Big Spread Busy

Unresponsive Disappointed Greedy

Growing N/A N/A

Quite Windy ?

Crowded Disrepair Friendly



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Nice Fun Energetic

Growing Over crowded Home

EconomicDev_fail GoodPeople Growth

Traffic Busy Traffic

Growing Diverse N/A

Effecient Community N/A

responsible organized clean

Home Mediocre Vacant

Welcoming Community Artistic

Big N/A N/A

clean suburban airport

Home N/A N/A

Behind Devided Old fashion

City Homey N/A

Ever-changing Growing Inactive

Dark N/A N/A

Open Unique Huge

Big Busy traffic

Community N/A N/A

Slipping Safe-ish Clean

non-business friendly economically backwards controversial

Bad Roads Anti-Utopia/Municipal Fiber Unlistening

Great Home Growing

Safe Clean Accessible



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Not progressive Complacent Diverse

UNORGANIZED UNATTRACTIVE POTENTIAL

Home Comfortable Rising crime rate

Overcrowded Diverse Disorganized

Home Flakey Unpredictable

Windy Rundown Exploding

convenient familyoriented growing

Inadequate Parkless Aged

Industrious Growing Home

Declining Pennypinching Dishonest

Overcrowded Traffic Rundown

Big Older Convenient

Progressive Growth Neighborly

big bright clean

Responsive Open Accepting

city growing historic

Friendly Old Worn

Nice Busy Inproving

Poor Urban Crowded

Home Growing Residential

Growing Good place Traditional

Safe Community Friendly

Growing N/A N/A

Big Friendly Comfortable



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Unfriendly Mormon Republican

Middle class Disorganized Shopping

kids Good Windy

Diverse Widespread Engaged

Liars Cheaters Dictators

Dense Storeless Poor

Big empty developments Community Hopeful

Crowded Getting more dangerous Unattended to

Growth Family Huge

Friendly Growing Eclectic

Disconnected Average Frugal

Convenient Crowded Busy

Congested N/A N/A

Safe Middle-class Clean

Need rec center Need more jobs Need better west east travel

Undervalued Potential Multifamily units everywhere

Crowded Community Cheap

Suburban Western Nice place to live

Small-town feel Nice neighbors Low cost of living

Delapidated Growing Split

big residence subpar

Crowded Corrupt Selfish

Crowded Congested Cheap

Need better recr. Center Great location Good community



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Friendly Busy Fun

Affordable Suburban White

messy costly N/A

Clean Friendly Space

Pleasant Growing Quality

Overcrowded Traffic jam No police coverage

Crowded Over populated Busy

suburb nice ordinary

Traffic Traffic Overcrowded

Overcrowded Non-progressive N/A

Busy Not listening Taxpayer employed

You gottatobe kidding

Diverse Connected Affordable

Crowded Smoggy Location

Growing Diverse N/A

traditional traffic disconnected

Crowded Growing Safe

Friendly Large Traffic

friendly affordable accessable

Obstructive Inefficient Red-tape

ok ok ok

Home Crowded Unsafe

Suburban Big Nice

Open Space Safe Community Feels rural but is a city



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Dying Sad Disappointing

Old improving comfortable

Congested Traffic Expensive

Growing N/A N/A

Quiet Convenient Hometown

Big Unorganized Underfunded

Overcrowed Congessed Undermaimtained

Behind Last Slow

Ok Expensive Traffic

Statics Univiting Unvisionary

HOUSING Traffic Kind

unattractive auto-dependent pretentious

Overcrowded Clean Family oriented

Crime Icy Little Mexico

Unfocused Unplanned Growth

pleasant calm friendly

Family Schools Congested

Huge Old Fashion Busy

Big Residential-friendly Safe

Traffic N/A N/A

suburban convenient home

Big Diverse Stagnant

Growing Parks Shopping

community safe convenient



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Safe Growing Peaceful

Rundown Unsafe Unpleasant

Growing Outskirts Construction

Urban Growing Worn

Help Growing Potholes

Houses Diverse N/A

Home Middle class Pride

Suburban Growing Undifferentiated

Crowded Large Lacks businesses on west

Home Big Growth

Friendly Children Family

undesirable polluted noisy

Promising Nice Naive

Very Dirty City

Suburbia Stuffy Spacious

Crowded Expanding Behind

Bulldozes Anything Good

Old Run down Not keeping up with other cities

Common Bland Central

Average Central Outdated

Crowded Traffic Family friendly

organized road-paint-needs-to-be-redone need-more-dinning

shortsighted overdeveloped crowded

changing empty buildings trending spanish



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Ugly Crime Traffic

backwards N/A N/A

Busy Ethnic Home

Fun Getting packed Clean

High density Poor planning N/A

Residential Traffic Neighbor

friendly old drab

Friendly Informed Community

Diverse Growing Convenient

Growing Diverse Safe

Disfuntional Wasteful Chaotic

Great Safe Congestion

Taxes Traffic Police

Run down Crime Needs new life

overcrowded nice beautiful

Dissapointing Corrupt Insufficient

Home Growing Average

West middle income semi affordable

Home Close Diverse

home community southwest

Diverse Growing Changing

Traffic Busy people

Growing Community Vital

Home Spirit Community



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

convenient family good

too big behind the times N/A

Wonderful Beautiful Slow

friendly polluted spread

Growing Too big Lack of resources

Growing Convenient Central

Suburban Crime Disappointing

Unkept Disorganized Dumpy

^taxed Potholes Expensive

Growing Beautifying Challenging

Nice Fun Parks

Aging Home Expanding

Crime Family Unresponsive

High density Overcrowded schools Okay

Wasteful Traffic Yogurt Stink

Opportunity Potential Busy

Large Older Normal

Impersonal Massive Picky

Outdated commerce Poor infrastructure Great parks

Nice Big Safe

Traffic Community Rampant growth

Slow Expanding Passive

Outdated Passive Crowded

Rural Friendly Open



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

expensive unfriendly hard

Vast Crowded Lacking

Quiet Friendly Growing

Great Awesome Fabulous

Community Families Traffic (east/west)

Clean Affordable Convenient

Affordable Suburban Neighborly

Crowded Traffic Aging

Home Safe Easy access

Growing Convenient Friendly

Not South Jordan

Traffic Big Friendly

Suburban Accessible Nice

Hypocritical Self-serving Uncaring

Safe Quiet diverse

Big Crowded Awesome

Homey Old Tired

growth community traffic

Crowded Traffic Clean

Big Old N/A

Large Community Safe

Growing Safe N/A

Dry Non alcoholic Non entertaining

Growth Potential Friendly



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

diverse vast friendly

Quiet Green Clean

Biased Old-school Visionless

Biased Cliqueish Visionless

Over populated High property taxes Corrupt

Large Divided Dated

rundown expensive progressing

Home growing challenged

Growing Old looking Confused

Friendly Growing Home

Community Growing Infastureture

Growing Friendly Congested

Suburban Pedestrian hostile Unprogressive

Crowded Run down Sprawling

Growing Friendly Diverse

Friendly Close to interstate hiways BIG

Clean Safe Affordable

typical fine acceptable

Growth Potential Future

Large Growth Families

Growing Overcrowded Full

home nice conflicted

Central Convenient Traffic

Friendly Children Clean



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Average Growth Boring

Suburban Central Middle-Class

Family friendly Expanding Wearing out

Large Uninspired Nondescript

Mismanaged Overcrowded Overbuilt

Overgrown Lacking businesses Boring

Citizen-oriented Growing Comfortable

Safe Clean Efficient

Pleasant Awesome Friendly

Run-down Non-responsive Unhelpful

big mediocre home

Home Declining N/A

Community Friendly Convenient

clean convenient friendly

Comfort Home Overcrowding

Economical Friendly Established

Congested Growing Great

Suburb Windy Desert

Diverse Nice Boring

Large Apathetic Inattentive

Blue Collar Good old white man Growing

growing busy crowded

Central Friendly Convenient

Large Modern Growing



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Growing N/A N/A

overcrowded traffic N/A

Central Dirt Flat

Nice Productive Managed well

Established Growing Potential

Growing Carcentric Families

Friendly Open Family

Green Family Large

Too big Outdated N/A

Home Community Convenience

Hypocritical Middleclass Happy

Friendly City Overpopulated

Understaffed/Enforcement Overextended Overtaxed

disorganized congested safe

Oversized Family-oriented Growing

growing big home

Nice Central Blighted

Congested Construction overpopulated

Home Behind Big

Stagnant Comfortable Home

safe suburb family-oriented

home comfortable welcoming

Family Clean N/A

Quiet Families Congested



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Good Friendly Safer

Expensive Popular Safe

overtaxed populous uncaring

growing big home

Old Fashioned Insular Risk Adverse

Residential Outdated Poor Drivers

Calm Friendly Neighborly

Huge Clean Traffic

Diverse Growing Changing

Goodpeople Nicetolivein Needstrailerparkfence

Mediocre Clean threatened

home old potential

Sprawling Growing Uncentered

Family friendly Large Diverse

clean friendly organized

STINKY NO REC CENTERS N/A

Growing Economically diverse Central

Beautiful great crime

Growing Boring Unknown

Boring Crimes Poor

Crowded Big Crime

Taxes Wind Family

Home Big Sprawling

Large Home Overpopulated



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

No Google Fibet

Great neighborhood N/A N/A

mixed impersonal large

Large Structured N/A

Communal Rural Central

Spreading Diverse Traditional

Convenient Friendly Growing

Crappy park maintenance Road improvements Nice

Growing Families Divided

Aged Unplanned Suburbs

Poorly planned Second-rate Unattractive

Safe Friendly Open

Friendly Busy Big

People City

Disfunctional Employee focused instead of Citized Focused Average

large crowded high density

Quiet Small town Behind

Growing Lively Attractive

centrally located growing traffic

Unfair High taxes Doesnt listen

Home White Mormon

Fun Family Home

Growing Distant Ghetto

Taxes Wasteful spending growth



Word 1 Word 2 Word 3

Massive Congested Behind

Growing Busy Home

Economical Park friendly Central location

Responsive N/A N/A

Welcoming Community feel Clean

Nice Large Improveable

Fast growing Beautiful Busy

Uninspiring Big N/A

split friendly improvement

Taxed Underlit Expensive

Good Terrible roads N/A

Home Growing Potential

Unique Busy Congested

Clean Big Good roads/no congestion

Busy Friendly Crowded

Good neighbors Parks N/A

Changing Overdeveloped Lacking

Friendly Affordable Big

Crowded Comfortable White

Behind Lag Underfunded

Populated Suburban Community

Trashy Disorganized Lacks amenities



Q8 - What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five years?
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What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

Better roads

Bangerter intersections

More homes less caring for their community.

Parks

Overpass on 7800 and Bangerter

Bangerter Highway overpasses 3x

We've had a lot of growth. I'm some ways this has been great, in other ways, not so much. Schools are getting too overcrowded and growing traffic
issues needs to be addressed. If we are going to allow so many homes, apartments, town homes to be built, there needs to be compensation for the
rest . We have some of the worst maintained roads in the valley but I think it’s getting a bit better.

Major Roads



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

I moved here from out of state 18 mos ago so I can't really say.

There have been some road construction projects finished. But improvements have been few and far between.

I've lived in Utah for less than 2 years so I can't answer this question.

Road improvements

not sure

Few more stores

The bangerter highway bridges

Park on 70th S & 3200 W

The Bangerter highway intersections have been re-designed and re-built to what they should have been originally, and construction related
congestion along the major east-west corridors has finally eased up now that road construction is mostly completed.

Street plowing is a bit better now than it used to be.

Mountain View and the Bangerter overpasses

Roads

Mountain View corridor

Bangerter intersections at 70th, 78th, and 90th.

Roadways and accessible businesses

The roads are way better! It’s easier to drove around and commute. Roads have been widened, to accommodate the larger population.

New public works building

Mountain view corridor

economic development

Bangeter Highway

I have seen substantial improvements in our Parks and general landscaping of our road ways. The condition of our roads have also improved along with
mitigating traffic concerns, although more needs to be done. In connection with this our subdivision roads have been repaved. I also appreciate our law
enforcement team and believe that they are doing a good job.

Constitution Park

Improved roads



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

Increased economic development, bringing new companies and businesses to replace those that have had to shutter their doors with more on the
horizon

Better trails.

I wish I could say. Maybe the city could toot its horn on its accomplishments to its citizenry so we Can immediately say to outsiders what the the city
has done.

development of road infrastructure

Roads like 5600 West and Bangerter bridges.

The traffic has gotten alittle bit better and more cops out patrolling

None

I feel like elected City officials are trying to improve the city rather than just fighting among themselves

70th South is better now

Bangeter Highway ramps. New parks

Road development, however I feel that is also the major concern...

I'm not sure if these are in the last 5 years, but we have some pretty great bigger parks that even older kids can enjoy.

Presence on Facebook allowing citizens to see what is being discussed and proposed. It makes for a much better informed community.

Roads. Bangerter and 7800 overpass

5600 W. Rebuild

Improvements to Bangerter Hwy

Nothing but the lining of pockets by the city council

City park

The start of the arts center that has unfortunately failed.

None. Things have only gotten worse since I moved here 3 1/2 years ago...

New housing

5600 W

Improved roads



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

Bangerter Highway work and also great parks built

Bangeter Highway

Less lights on bangerter

Taking out the stop lights on bangater highway

Rebuilding old run down parts of the city

7000 s drainage Bingham junction

The new Bangerter bridges

Snow removal is significantly better than it used to be.

overpasses on bangerter

Our cross walk was moved. Multiple times. Guess not enough kids were injured

Nothing!

Roads have improved.

I have only lived in West Jordan just over a year. I lived in Kearns/Taylorsville prior to that. I have seen the city work to help the community make
decisions. Seems like West Jordan is a people minded area.

Road maintenance has been great.

Business using vacant buildings instead building new ones

Public works building

There haven’t been any in the area I live in. I’ve heard about some over by city hall but I never go over there.

The new building on 40t west looks nice.

I’m sure there are many, just can’t think of much changing.

Bangerter Highway overpasses

Roads - resurfacing, potholes enforcement of no street parking during winter months for snow removal Tree care and landscaping- trees dying in park
strips, watering and care, replacement of dead and missing trees

Retail development

There have been no major improvement, neither have there been any disprovements. The city has been adquately run.



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

Mountain view corridor

Keep the roads nice.

Drainage at park on 7200 S that regularly used to flood

The council has people on it that actually care about what happens and asks for input.

Sidewalks and street lights

New city building.

parks amd patrol

Ron Wood park

nothing

Road repairs

Extension of Jordan river trail

Road update

I haven't...Maybe the new library but I think that's older than 5 yrs

Pipelines on 7000 South and other places.

The parks are getting better and with many different playground options.

More shopping and I love bangerter highway improvements

Leadership improvements

Freeway access

Public works building.

City council has improved their ability to work together better and is portraying a better image of West Jordan.

Better planning on housing developments

I appreciate that the major thoroughfares have had work completed to deal with traffic flow better.

Government Center

Work finished on 7000 South--new water and sewer pipes and repaving.



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

Bangerter

Mayor and city council have much more dialog with and listen more to citizens.

Well maintained roads (we haven't lived here 5 years yet).

Roads

Snow plows come down residential streets faster so we can get into the main roads without getting stuck.

Snow plowing in the residential area is one of the improvement I have seen. Growing numbers of local business is also the improvement, I guess.

I haven't been here that long.

Nothing major

Road improvements

Road improvements, like to Bangerter Highway and 7000 South.

Businesses coming into areas that are convenient for the homes so we do nog have to travel to other communities to shop for food, gas, cllthing etc.

Nothing!!

Overpass of Bangerter Hwy

There have been a lot of road projects in the last few years. The overpasses on Bangerter highway have been a huge improvement.

Snow removal has been better

Bangerter Highway overpasses

Bangerter highway

Improvements to Bangerter Highway

Representative involvment Development

Parks. Snowplowing roads. Road maintenance.

Better snow removal

bringing in lucky's

I haven't seen any.

To be honest I haven't seen any improvements.



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

Bangerter updates

Government buildings/city building

The one the city bulldozed several months ago.

I can’t think of one.

There has been a better effort to limit high density housing from overtaking the city in the areas of growth and infill.

Slight improvement in bringing more and better business's into Jordan Landing but still way behind the District.

snow removal is fantastic!!

Widening of East/West transportation corridors.

bangater over passess

None

The new mayor

Cleaned up parks

Bangerter getting better turn offs this past year

Over passes for Banghter

Road projects on the west side have improved connectivity.

5600 West

Dunno haven't been here that long

The intersection of Bangeter and 7800 s.

Intersections at bangerter hwy

The changes to Bangerter Highway.

7000 S. rebuild and Bangerter Highway overpasses

Honestly can’t say I’ve seen one

Trying to improve parks and give residents community activities

green space added to a field on 78th south.



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

I have not really noticed any improvements in the past five years. The plot of land that was promised to our community as a park over 10 years ago is
still a pile of dirt and garbage. The parks that are around are dirty and run down. The only splash pad we have in the city is a giant concrete
abomination. It's impossible to get out of 6400 W onto 7800 S at any time of day...we were also promised a round about. From what I understand it's
taken almost a decade to get a light put in on 6700 W , which is an absolute JOKE. The school situation in WJ is awful! Our taxes keep going up, and you
keep building houses (more taxes) but there no schools for all the new growth and nothing to show for all the taxes we pay. Horrible, horrible city
planning. We should have invested a little more and settled in SJ or Herriman.

Roads

?

Better plowing of the streets using city trucks instead of just plows.

More things can be done online, such as sign ups for dumpsters.

Bangerter flyovers- yeah

Bridges on Hywy

Love the overpass on bangerter and 90th and 78th

The growth of homes, retail, parks, bangerter and my view corridor

The way the city council has stopped the public drama in our city council, and also reached out to the community for regular public input, such as
through these surveys. Thank you for working TOGETHER.

I know this occurred longer than 5 years ago, but it was nice to have the Trax Red line get built in our area. Having mass transit / public transportation
options is a very good thing.

Great improvements made to Bangerter highway, with the installment of 2 new overpasses (7000 s and 9000 s)

56th was finally improved.

The Bangerter Highway overpasses

The improvements to Bangerter Highway.

Roads are improving

Bangerter Highway improvement

Mountain View Corridor. Of course the corridor was developed incorrectly without overpass es which has led to serious accidents and deaths. Like
Bangerter will have to be widened in the future.

Effort to clean up city and install more lighting

Snow removal seems to be much quicker

Completing road projects!



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

None, mostly broken promises, and tax increases for those broken promises.

I have only lived in the city for two years but I have not noticed any major improvements. I have heard talk of widening 7800 S, so if that ever happens
it would be great.

Voting out Mayor Rolfe

Bangerter Highway adding the overpasses on main roads have helped a lot. Along with Mountain View Corridor out in the west has been helpful.

Improvements to Bangeter and Mountain View corridor.

Roads out west

Roads have gotten better- 7800 and 9000 south specifically

Parks getting facelifts and signage. Trials better maintained.

Massive growth

Roads are improving

Ron Wood Park

West Jordan utilities new building less parking for soccer players

Improvements on 5600 West

Bangeter highway improvements

Widening the roads.

Road development - mountain view corridor.

Opening more stores for convenience. Not expanding to much.

More places to shop without leaving West Jordan.

Bangerter

Transportation, updating roads

Bangerter highway overpass.

I've seen snow plows more than in years past and retail space is growing but very, very slowly. Would like to see more business growth, fewer houses
and apartments

Bangerter hwy overpasses



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

Bangerter hwy construction

Bangetar finally got finished, the way it should have been built in the first place.

Roads

Mtn view corridor

New intersections on Bangerter

Work on Bangerter highway and more single family homes

Adding the vehicle entrance to Veterans Park on the west side from 22nd.

Bangerter Highway

There is a lot of things that are being improved but some of them should not be such a high priority.

Mountain View corridor

New businesses moving into the area Improvements on 70th south

We have only lived in West Jordan for a year.

Public works building.

Fireststions

Bangeter hwy improvement

New public works building

Jordan Landing is getting good stores

Now that construction is over, east-west traffic flow

Snow removal has improved dramatically.

Snow plowing is much better.

Not sure.

Parks and recreation

Widening of roads and putting overpasses on Bangerter

the library, Trax stations, trees



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

Veterans Memorial Park access from 2200 West.

New utility lines going in on 70th South. Tearing down the wooden structure toy park at the east end of the park. A new one needs to replace it with
more visibility of children at all times. Cour de Alene, Idaho has a neat one. Oh yes, and a new City Manager.

I really like the extra entrance made on the park.

Sierra Newbold Park

City is working very hard to improve its image with its residents. All city service's are improving. Minimal changes to your taxes.

Mountain View Corridor and Banagter

Honestly, I haven't seen much improvement.

None

Having 5600 West connect

I’ve only been in the city for five years. I haven’t noticed any great improvements.

Bangerter Improvements

I’ve really enjoyed the improvements to the parks and the streetlights.

Citizens voted to change the form of government.

None

Smiths marketplace coming to west West Jordan

I love that West Jordan has been soliciting citizen imput. Surveys such as these are one example. The mayor has also been available to meet with
citizens.

I have only lived in West Jordan for 1 year and haven’t noticed any major improvement. I know the new fire station was built recently and we have
increased Police and Fire staffing and I am happy about these.

The parks look better than they ever have.

9000 South roadwork and improvements.

less crime in my neighborhood

Development of a Smiths and other businesses and homes on the west side of the city.

Better roads

Improved traffic flow. Business growth



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

The work currently taking place on Bangerter Hwy

The overpasses on Bangerter Highway at 70th and 90th and 6200 south soon are huge!

New intersections along Bangerter Hwy

Bangerter highway overpasses

Overpasses on Bangerter Highway at 7000 South, 7800 South and 9000 South

Replacing the last city manager

None

road improvement

The city council at last seems to be getting along.

Pipe work on 70th south and improvement to Banagerter

New retail farther west (Smith's market place etc). More convenient!

bangerter highway overpasses. I wish we had followed south jordan and made them underpasses.

Honestly I’m not seeing improvements in the area. Maybe all of the improvements are more West in the newer communities?

Bangerter hwy overpasses installed.

Development & construction of public works facilities at 4000 & 7800

Mt. View corridor

Businesses going into buildings instead of them sitting empty

Snow removal has been great the past couple of years.

Bangerter exits and improvements

Daddy daughter ball

5600 west road improvements from 6200s to new Bingham Hwy.

Commercial development appears to have been a major priority, with less attention/neglect to existing neighborhoods and communities.

Improved driving conditions with the completion of overpasses.

Honestly, most of the changes I’ve seen have perplexed me.



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

roads, store access, shopping availability, snow removal

Economic devolpment

None

Greater social media communication.

The bangerter overpasses are nice.

More commercial development on the west side, like the Smith and surrounding businesses of Mountain View Corridor.

i don't know, new playground equipment, 7800 S and 1300 W got a new signal

Mountain View corridor and the overpass bridges on Bangerter has helped with transportation.

Better maintenance of the roads and common areas.

Better / more parks.

None

roads, improvements to Bangerter access, shopping availability

None

Major improvement for alerting public to changes whether it's laws, zoning, meetings, construction, etc. Love that you can watch council meetings
online.

Roads

Neighborhood streets get plowed more frequently.

Roads being built and developed on the far west side of the city.

Getting cleanee

I feel like our streets are cleaner and I have noticed some of the new city landscaping.

Not on the news as much for silly political fighting

I sat here for a long time. I honestly don't have an answer for this. The only thing hasn't happened yet but the city figuring out what it wants to do in
terms of ADUs.

Better roads

Road improvement



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

BANGERTER HIGHWAY,

More business and services

Bangeter

Bangerter Overpasses

The overpasses on bangerter highway

Nothing

Roads and public parks

Traffic improvements- the bridges on bangerter make a big difference- more businesses.

Larger roads and intersections

Roads

overpasses on Bangerter

The increase in community outreach and events

I have only lived in the city for just over one year, but been driving through / around my whole life. Something that I've noticed is presence of police
officers! Which is good, it always seems like they are out working - or on patrol, and efforts for certain situations seem to be handled quickly and
effectively.

The major investment has been Bangerter, but if you are talking about an investment the city sponsored or was solely in the city, it would have to be
housing development

Landscaping and curb appeal

More business Being built on the far west side

The city council isn't embarrassing the city on a regular basis.

I have not seen any major improvements in the past 5 years.

Beginning of commercial development in the west bench

I love the new Bangerter Hwy system. As crazy as it was it makes traveling so much easier now.

Snow removal, communication with the community

Bangerter Higheay overpasses

better communication from city council



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

Conservation garden

More shopping and food areas that are closer to home.

More attention to trails and paths.

Bangarter HWY overpass

The overpasses on Bangerter

Improvement to parks

The parks are nice and they are becoming more family oriented.

LED Street lighting changes. They seem to be limited to areas important to council members.

Development of Parks: Ron Wood in particular and the labeling of the smaller city parks

More parks

New playground equipment. Online FB meetings

Parks

Trying to get new businesses here and filling empty spacea

I haven't lived here that long

Finally shopping available west of Jordan landing

New parks and new commercial developments in West West Jordan

Ron Wood Baseball Complex Splashpad and Park

Parks and Rec improving playgrounds

Unfortunately I have not

The overpasses on Bangeter highway.

Freeway style upgrades to bangater.

Parks are better maintained and have better play equipment

Park, roads building, retail

Mountain view corridor



What is one major improvement you have seen in the city in the past five ye...

Better communication. City council meetings getting streamed, the Twitter account is more active, the police publish good information.

New Smith's by my house

Bangerter over passes

Bangerter flow projects

Expanded roads



Q10 - What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over the

next 10 years?
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What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

More higher end neighborhoods

Streets

Better communication to the citizens and request for their input.

I’d like to see 7800 getting widened and traffic relief on 7800 S all the way to Redwood.

New, fresh retail establishments

Better traffic flow running east to west across the valley.

More police presence. I rarely if ever see police cars anywhere.

Businesses on redwood road filled.



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

The completion of the community arts building.

Attract more businesses and industries to the area, and find ways to help make housing more affordable.

Many roads have been improperly patched and the patches just fall out leading to bigger and bigger pot holes.

More single family homes. Less high density housing.

Redwood Road clean up and economic improvement.

Better housing planning. We need housing that will balance the community. We need houses that are larger, and larger lots. We cannot continue to
build only starter homes and expect our city to handle the issues associated with them: overcrowded schools, streets, future poverty. We need the
diversity of income and educational backgrounds. People start here and move south to Herriman and build a larger home. We need larger homes here
to keep those good people in our community, they will want to build here. West Jordan has a great location in the valley for commuters, moving south
only lengthens a person’s commute. Jordan landing is losing its business and west Jordan’s taxes are going to the District in South Jordan. We need
unique restaurants in Jordan Landing. Contact prospective restaurant owners and encourage them to open up in West Jordan. (La Brugge, Last
Course, Village Baker, Firehouse Subs, these types of businesses have opened in the District, in Draper, Farmington, but none of them consider coming
out this direction). The area on Redwood Road needs revitalization. Midvale has successfully rebuilt and designed the area around 7200 south, We
need to redesign our adjacent area to entice businesses/restaurants in there. (Near Target). Lastly, plan schools with development. We need a new high
school west of Mountain View, City Council should be putting pressure on the District to do so.

East West traffic pattern.

Utilizing the empty building which functional family frendly businesses. Also the increasing crime rate is becoming concerning.

All the street parking has got To go!!!! Enforce the rules (code enforcement) like in south Jordan and Murray. Clean up the properties so things don’t
look so trashy and run down.

Better east-west traffic improvements

More restaurants, bars, liquor store, and roads improved

road improvement

More shopping/resources out west of 5600 West in West Jordan.

I would like to see more outdoor and indoor recreational facilities provided. This would include the new Arts Center. The Big Bend project completion
will be an asset to the community. I would also like to see the Gateway project completed. We could also use better trails for walking, running, and
cycling which would include better connectivity of these trails.

Jordan Landing

Better roads and infrastructure.

Fill empty stores and buildings. UPdate old buildings....spruce things up.

Increased reputation among successful businesses and potential residents to locate to West Jordan for all the benefits that come from its central
location, ease of access, quality of community and community resources, and effective and responsive government

More trails connected.



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

I would like to see some more businesses into the city. A liquor store would be nice. A draw to the city like a cultural center that brings people to West
Jordan.

filling old malls with active businesses, decreased high density living spaces

Rec center on west side of city, community center for public events.

Traffic, it sucks traveling east at night.

More parks/baseball fields

More business development

Do something with the dead retail space at 78th and redwood. (Where Jordan school district has offices)

Municipal fiber optic network

Large scale--east/west road development

I would love to see some sort of community theater center for the arts. As a concert venue (with bigger names appearing), theater for plays, smaller
scale local concerts like Sandy, Murray, Layton, etc, but indoor so it can be used any time of the year.

Care about your voters. Don't overturn or shift to your own liking what was voted for. Make time to listen to citizens and take it to heart. It takes
courage and good intentions to come and talk to officials. If we do that, it's something that matters.

Zoning changes.

Traffic flow around Jordan Landing

Additional Rec Centers for families (swimming, gymnastics, etc).

Something that'll actually help the people who voted you in. Fingers crossed, hasn't happened yet.

More sustainable retail stores. More growth in the industrial areas. Less dense housing.

Arts facility, Rec Center,

Our community being better taken care of. Parks, roads, schools, etc. Instead we build new buildings that didn’t need to be built/rebuilt...

Better road system, especially going west to east. If growth continues at this pace, we could be in trouble very soon.

East west streets prepared for new growth.

More diverse housing. Too many condos and apartments

We definitely need a rec center on the west side of West Jordan

Walkable shopping areas. More NON-chain restaurants. West-East roads.



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

I would really like a Rec center on the Western side of our city.

True east west freeway like i80

I'm fine with multi-unit housing however I would like to see a variety of housing types including more homes with quarter, third and half acre lots.

More rebuilding of rundown areas. More businesses. Different businesses.

Better accessibility to the main park. Better parking at the main park.

More resources given to our schools.

More attention paid to how the city looks. Do things to encourage pride in our neighborhoods so people will take care of the.

I would like to see West Jordan schools, particularly Westvale, Joel P. Jensen, and West Jordan High rate as well as it's counterparts across the South
Jordan border.

Less corruption in city government.

An actual highway that runs west to east. Better retailers.

A better recreation center. Gene filler is outdated and poor compared to other bigger cities like Kearns rec. Harriman rec. Most cities rec centers are
far better than ours.

I really would like to see some more parks. A splash pad park would be nice.

More biking lanes/trails. Better crosswalk signals. Improved communications from city hall on local events

Home owners taking more pride in keeping their homes up

Continued use of vacant buildings

Better traffic routing. Good start with Bangerter improvements!

A county fitness center on the west side of the city. Less high density housing on the west side of the city. Better police presence on the west side. Rest
areas, rest rooms, and landscaping along Mountain View Corridor. Trax on 5600 W or Mountain View Corridor. Some way to mitigate the pollution
coming from Mountain View and Bamgerter.

Less building and better roads.

More shade areas (trees) in the parks

Improved traffic flow

East west traffic corridor

Keep businesses in business by granting them tax breaks if they are in the red.

Slow the density



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

Improve the air quality

Better E/W traffic flow

More community events that foster an atmosphere of acceptance and being neighborly. A discount for West Jordan residents at the Gene Fullmer
Recreation Center.

Better East/West driving options to the freeway

Better east/west traffic flow

clean up

More business friendly

more police patrols

Less traffic going east and west

Better traffic flow

Mobile cellular coverage and fiber to the home

Bring something into our area that will generate revenue for west jordan

Better internet service speeds and more diversity in providers.

Less high density housing aka apartments

More small parks.

More gang police force, it seems like it is becoming a bit more populated with gang activity

More community activities and inter city promotion

Better roads more restaurants less building

Faster police response and more police presence

East to West traffic improvement plan. Road improvements before development.

more Aggressive in economic development. Stop playing second place to South Jordan, Draper, Murray, Midvale, and Cottonwood Heights. Work
better with current businesses..

I would really like to see more businesses and far less multi unit housing built, we do not have the educational resources or roads to deal with the huge
numbers of new citizens.

Improvements to public transportation including complete streets.



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

Less traffic congestion, especially along east/west routes

Get rid of all the ghetto and crime all around the city. Spend less on festivals and fireworks and more on the roads/plowing, I mean have you been to
draper during a snow storm, roads are so clear!

Bring in business. Enough housing already. We don't have to be the city everyone lives in but leaves to go to work elsewhere.

Work on schools

Petty crimes / Better management of law enforcement

Recreation center with running track, Ice skating, swimming pool, walking trails

Safer community than the current status. Better quality of public education. Anything that improves our quality of lives.

More street lights on Redwood Road between 9000 S and 7800 S

Amenities on the West side of West Jordan.

Taking better care of city park strips and parks. Weed and lawn up keep. This really makes a statement about our city.

A swimming pool or splash pad, dog park, baseball complex etc. on the east side of West Jordan.

Better care of the roads. There are too many potholes throughout the city.

Affordable housing, more east/west traffic options

Safer community, less housing developments, no additional apartments, more family entertainment, more attractive businesses, city cleaned up and
safer communities

Limiting high density housing

If love to see new businesses come in to all the empty storefronts through the town. Like the Kmart building and a bunch in Jordan landing.

Keep class sizes down in elementary, middle and high school, care about everyone

Fix the lanes turning into Jordan Landing coming from the West. It is ridiculous how small the turn lane is and how backed up it gets. Make 2 lanes and
don't block it off with a cement barrier, forcing traffic to wait in the through traffic lane. We need more good businesses in Jordan Landing. Don't
charge such a high price for rent - it's driving everyone out. I was so sad to see the 24 Hour Fitness Gym close because they raised rent. It feels like
stores are closing as soon as they open and there are a lot of vacancies for a long period of time.

Better East West transportation

Urban planning, particularly with regards to roads that go east-west across the valley.

Unity Divide city

Rec center with pools on West side. More emphasis on Parks & Rec. Pickleball coarts, benches on Barney Creek Trail. Upgraded play equipment and
amenities West of Jordan Landing.



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

More parks, trails, Rec center on westside

I hope I am not living here

tax breaks

Clean up the city, there are so many roads that need attention. Crack down on neighborhoods with dead lawnns and broken fences. West Jordan is
really becoming very run down.

I would like to see it develop more personality and uniqueness

Roads, traffic lights/stops, more police presence

Stop bulldozing things, i.e. playground, theater/Sugar Factory. There were ways to keep these places but no one tried. Good luck getting donations to
any proposed cultural arts center. And that has proposed since the 80’s!!

Clean up Jordan Landing! What a joke! All of the closed stores need new businesses in them! Other cities are building amazing copycats of JL and we
just have a disaster that no one wants to shop at.

I would like to see West Jordan step up to its southern neighbors as a competitive location to live, play and work by adding additional amenities,
attracting better business, and stopping rezoning everything to smaller lots. People with money go elsewhere. We are becoming run down and inferior.

Need more business/entertainment to keep residents in West Jordan and attracting more from other cities to spend money.

Cleaning up of city and parks. Enforcing codes on neighborhood issues.

More dinning options out west and a community rec center that is more central/west or aexpand the agreement with Kearns for a discount like other
portions of West Jordan already get.

Less high density housing .

Fix up 9000th south. Too many empty buildings and it's looking trashy

Beautification

Development of the property across from city hall

More enforcement on homes that are in violation... Junky cars and yards

Stop the growth - more open areas- rebuild homes rather than build new ones same with stores

Over haul of Jordan Landing major need of new business and more small businesses. That can afford to stay!

More businesses.

Get rid of the stupid concrete park strips. Beautify the streetscapes. Underground the power lines.

Roads



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

There is so much growe on the west side that the east side is often forgotten. The area of 90th and Redwood has many empty buildings and need
some love.

Actual Direction. The city of West Jordan has no cohesive plan. We have built so much high density housing in the neighborhoods west of 40th west
and not planned for the infrastructure that is necessary to support them. They are transient populations that have no regard for our older established
neighborhoods. Except to victimize them.

More business and not just shopping/retail

Lower taxes

Clean up main streets in West Jordan. 7000 south, 7800 south, 9000 south and Redwood road. They are starting to look like West Valley in the early
2000 and late 1990. We need to have more community officers ticketing for things against code and following up. Mostly we need pride restored in
West Jordan and that starts from the top and filters down.

Taking better care of our trees, specifically in parking strips. And when they die, replace them instead of just cutting them down.

The park our community was promised, enough schools to handle the influx of housing and to be able to get out of my damn neighborhood in under 10
minutes.

Enforcement of rental codes. Many homes in my neighborhood are illegally being rented as duplex’s. Often these home don’t provide parking so cars
are parked all over the streets. Homes have been reported to city but nothing changes. Either change or enforce renting codes for our city.

Better traffic management, and the city being proactive about it. It seems that too often the city has stipulations in place that they won't address a
problem area until traffic is already snarled, and then it gets much worse as construction then has to take place in an already overcrowded place. Take
7800 S. heading West across Mtn. View during the evening rush hour.

Better street surfaces

More biking trails and pickleball courts build.

Continued improvement of roads

More open space, Less apartments that cost 1200!

Less apartments. More houses

Code enforcement for better building, lowering home purchase pricing, higher wages. More and better schools and retail

I would like to see improved planning for our city center. There are many vacant buildings, or buildings that are filled with businesses that lower the
value of our property and reputation.

More public transportation options.

Improved West-East traffic movement and additional roads to allow commuters to travel east. I live close to Copperhills high school and traveling east
on New Bingham hwy in the morning is always difficult. The biggest problem is that the traffic lights are not even remotely close to synchronized. I'm
constantly stopping at each traffic light and there is no real consistency. One would think they would be somewhat synchronized, but that does not
appear to be the case at all.

More parks and better traffic flow, especially in newly crowded developments.



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

More recreation and arts centers in the West side (West of 56th). The only new developments you make are by the big West Jordan park.

A central East - West highway

Some nice new businesses, not some of the tacky looking ones that I have seen.

Lower crime

Better commercial development equal to other cities. Shouldn’t have to go to other cities to shop. Take care of the city streets so that the city actually
looks taken care of.

Reduce taxes

Affordable housing with expanded east west Trax access

Keep crime low. Don't let it creep in from our neighbors to the north

More commercial centers for tax base.

Proactive policing. Responsibly run infrastructure improvements. Competitively priced water.

Better east/west traffic flow. It takes sooo long to go east. Less high density housing. Sheesh, that is getting out of control. More schools on the west
side to help with the overcrowding caused by too much housing. There also needs to be more businesses on the west side - the retail space that was
planned when we bought our house in the highlands was rezoned for high density housing. Plus ways to cut down on waste and pollution and water
saving incentives.

Massive East-West Traffic Improvements

Freeway! A freeway out west would be most helpful. Or some sort of freeway/highway to get to the freeway near State Street easier/faster (meaning
east and west traffic).

Public Education

I would like to see city ordinances simplifed and not so micromanaging. I would like to see more community close knit feel. More trees and parks.

Better infrastructure, better traffic flow, better planning for growth in schools.

I would like to see more attractions for families, such as a children’s museum or swimming, on the west side of the city.

Traffic signals timed better so you do not have to speed to make three lights on a green. Trails linked together with easy access.

I would like to see West Jordan show they care about the future of the city- not just the here and now to make money. Putting more and more houses in
areas where there are supposed to be parks is more than just a money maker for the city!! We need the green space for the community- both in design
and in value! Cities like S. Jordan and Draper value their open spaces and as such can charge higher taxes and make more money. I feel that decision
has a LOT more value in the long run than just cramming as many houses as can fit in right now.

A recreation center would’ve been great, but the city didn’t advertise it appropriately and therefore the bond did not pass. Do it again, but do it right.

Update shopping centers.



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

Ron Wood Park expansion finished.

stop making people pay for things they love to do and work with the community people if they have a non profit entertainment going on, stop asking to
run it as a business and get permits. ready to move because of this

Expanded main roads going east and west and more business development on the west end of the city.

More industry which will create more jobs, improved road conditions

Fixing traffic light, street light and see about repainting lines, crosswalk on the roads.

East/west road expansion. All projects are for north/south, no one has a plan for east/west traffic.

More Community involvement activities such as the luau.

Less congestion for traffic traveling east/west especially by Jordan Landing.

Traffic light coming out of Wal Mart in Jordan Landing

Better water pressure!

Better infrastructure to support growth. Schools, roads, utilities, etc.

More business growth. Would like to be able to shop in our own community

More green space

Public safety increase focus and attention

Left turn lanes that actually work. More islands on the main intersections to protect drivers in left turn lanes from other left turners.

More income generators for school taxes - major retail/restaurants

Better traffic flow

More recreation

Better traffic flow east and west bound to include improvements to Mountain View Corridor and work on the light at 7800 S and 4000 W entering
Jordan Landings

Improved East and West traffic patterns

Major water conservation efforts. Lead the wasatch front in how to do it right.

Better preventative care of roads.

Parks/sports fields that won't be shut down for a big huge public works building, that has taken away a lot of the soccer fields so the kids in our
community suffer. If your going to close down sports areas make new ones FIRST. We pay a lot of money to have our kids play sports and we have
every right to have fields and places for the kids to play them.



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

Bars, liquor stores. The city is pretty much a dry city. There are no main entertainment and social areas. You have to go to Salt Lake City to find any
good restaurants or bars. People leave West Jordan on the weekend instead of staying close to home. Places within short uber ride distance or biking
distance.

Continued business growth

Solar houses, more recycling initiatives

Signage to the parks and parking once you get there.

Park activity access 7 days a week. ( splash pad). Hopefully this summer and not 10 years from now when I would not need or want it.

A new recreation center in the older area of West Jordan. To replace Gene Fullmer.

Better street maintenance

Would like to walk the streets without getting attacked by trees and bushes encroaching on the sidewalks.

lower property taxes

Improve aesthetics by bringing in good commercial.

More police presence.

Improvements to traffic flow's in and out of the city, along with commerical business developments.

Traffic

A focus on local business development. There are a lot of empty retail spaces which stay vacant for years. It seems normal market forces should drive
down lease prices. The city could look at creative approaches to encourage local artisans and potential entrepreneurs to enter the market. But lease
prices, I believe, discourage local business development and instead encourage only corporate interests and franchises to occupy retail and other
business properties, which tend to siphon off local monies to distant share holders and investors. WJ should do what it can to encourage local business
ownership and reinvestment.

More Trees Less strip malls left empty as we continue to build more strip malls. This gives the feeling of being run down and poor. Conservation of
water by the city. Mow strips with grass are ridiculous. Incentive to eliminate these. City center

More family use areas of our parks. Baseball diamonds everywhere in all of our parks leave little room for family and group outings. I prefer parks with
areas to have picnics and family activities like sugarhouse park has.

A new large swimming pool and exercise facility like South Jordan or Lehi.

I would like to see cleaner neighborhoods on the east side, more police protection, and more restaurants.

Improved future planning, a more balanced allowance of high density housing, a feeling that a citizen who desires to be involved can do so and be
heard

Where possible move away from county control. And work to provide as a City. The county has our hands tied and other cities are getting better
quality of service.



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

Stop building low income housing and high density housing, look to South Jordan as an example of building larger, nicer homes. Fix East-west traffic
problems

I would like West Jordan to be able to grow (as it can't be avoided) but continue it's small town feel and care for the residents. If I wanted to live in a
huge business inundated community I would.

Lower crime More restaurants No high density houses

Easier access to East West. Swimming Pool over on the West side

Revamping Jordan Landing and traffic patterns surrounding it. I frequently take my business South and North because JL is a pain to get to and
annoying to drive through.

new businesses and renovated shopping/restaurants on the east side/redwood corridor.

The park finally built in the maples phase 1 off 6400 w

Attract more business to Redwood Rd and encourage the Jordan School District to finish developing/improving their land on Redwood/consolidate
their administrative offices there. This would improve the blight in that area and save residents the high rent they are paying for the Jordan Landing
administrative building, thereby putting more money into the actual education of our children.

More consistent, detailed, and comprehensive policy development regarding all elements of city government involvement.

Retail

More businesses in west West Jordan and less housing in open fields

I would like to see existing retail locations maintained and filled. Everyone always wants to build new, but I like to see properties be used well.

Business development along Mountain View corridor. A home improvement store, gym, shopping center with restaurants stuff like that. Also because I
used to live and currently work in West Valley, I hope the city keeps up with staffing of Police, Fire, and Public Works to keep it clean and safe like it is
now as the city grows. My experience with all West Jordan services so far have been far superior and I think this is because the city has done great
with adding services and employees as the city has grown.

More improvements to the Ron Woods . Build the Rec Center. Finish changing the Dirt at the baseball fields. Complete the soccer complex or expand
the baseball complex.

Traffic signal or roundabout at 7800 South 6700 West and 7800 South 6200 West. At certain times of the day it is nearly impossible to turn east onto
7800 South from the Maples neighborhood.

less congested roads

Updating and redevelopment of the area across from WJ City Hall.

More shopping

restricted residential building. getting too big

Better road survey, with what type of material it use so that we don't have to go back three to six month later filling in large pot holes that is a waste of
taxpayers money.



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

I would like to see more businesses attracted to vacant buildings. The old Kmart on 90th needs a new tenant. The shopping g center on 70th and
redwood could also use more businesses, let’s give them incentives also the empty buildings in Jordan landing need to be filled.

Better East to West and West to East traffic flows

More trees better parks and better east west transportation options

A facility that is adequate for the performing arts

Expansiion of infrastructure out to west West Jordan. All growth will be happening out west and West Jordan does not seem to care about bringing
new businesses out west like South Jordan.

Visionary long term planning. When approving sub divisions, make sure there is sufficient schools & roads to accommodate the growth.

growth management

More affordable housing.

Development of property across from city hall

Better east to west roads and better schools.

An expressway to I-15. Less mass housing units.

Faster police responses.

Transportation - roads being expanded to accommodate for heavy traffic and better mas transit to the west side of the valley.

Less restrictive zoning for retail & commercial space, especially for non-profit & religious use.

Reservation of quality and substantial open spaces before developers build out according to their pocket books.

More parks and trails. Splash pad at Veterans Memorial

More funding for the arts and a permanent place for the Sugar Factory Playhouse group to perform in.

Crime prevention & theft/vehicle break in’s need to be stopped and more patrolling neighborhoods

Traffic improvements for a growing city. It takes forever to get east/west.

Get rid of the gangs

More road improvements on north and south roads. Lots of people are moving out west, also lots of high density housing. How are our roads gonna
handle this many more people???

Adequate staffing and enforcement of codes with services commensurate with taxation.

Improvement in East/West thoroughfares to ease congestion on 7800 S and 9000 S.



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

We need better roadways going east to west to handle the growth.

fewer vacant stores

Less high density growth

Less housing development, less construction

CULTURAL ARTS FACILITY!

Better thought behind land development.

I would like to have a Natural Grocery Store like Traders Joe or Sprouts, a Costco and a Lifetime Fitness Gym. Also improve east, west traffic, not
enough lanes and heavy congestion during rush hour.

more trail connections, enhance walking and biking routes, bike lanes on 1300 West, trail crossing Redwood Road

More businesses, mostly food and retail. More in the west side of the city.

We are getting over crowded in regards to housing. We do not need to add more high density housing. The current empty lots need more businesses to
support the residents with jobs and taxes.

7800 s fixed at Jordan landing. So that new Bingham hwy and 7800 split off and have that long left hand turn lane to get into Jordan landing

Better land use and planning of roads.

Better budgeting by using less instead of taxing more.

fewer stores closed (ie rite aid at 70th and Redwood, etc.), improved parks

A theater. It has been promised for years and still is not done.

PHOTO COP!!!!! We have some of the absolute worst drivers I've ever seen. They run red lights, speed in school zones and busy areas, and go around
flashing school buses. I favored the tax raise to hire more officers, but people need to be held accountable to a standard our officers can't keep up
with. The extra revenue would also help cover the cost of more law enforcement for other areas such as gang violence, graffiti, car thefts, package
thefts, etc. Our city is becoming more dangerous, and we need to combat that by making lawbreakers pay for more law enforcement.

Better east/west traffic flow

Street Lights in smaller neighborhoods

Continued growth in the infrastructure

More cleanliness. Less ability to see people’s junk in their back yards. Any two lane roads cleaned up and flower pots added.

Decrease in crime and enforcement of neighborhood codes. (i.e. cars off street, unsightly yards controlled, more patrol of troublesome areas)

More business, improved curb appeal



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

More of a downtown. A place to make West Jordan stand out as a distinct city instead of a suburb of Salt Lake City.

Less pollution and road congestion

add another rec center. Gene Fullmer is outdated and over crowded.

WE NEED A REC. CENTER OUT IN WEST JORDAN WEST AREA. GET RID OF SMELL FROM DANNON

Better roads. Less gang activity and crime especially in the schools.

Less traffic on 90th to legacy

An focal entertainment attraction that draws interest and awareness to West Jordan from other people in the surrounding city and elsewhere in the
state. Also some bars and or a club would be nice,

A highway going east to west

Politicians that listen

Fiber internet would great for business schools and homes

More retail in West West Jordan, better traffic flow around the airport & Grizzly way. The park put in that we are currently paying extra on our water
bill for but doesnt exist.

Another rec center further west

Fiber in every house - new and existing homes.

more trees

In the next 10 years I would love to see a central walking trail along the canal system. That is a dream come true for me - and those people who don't
travel down to the JRP to do their recreating. Keeping open green space, and possibly selling land to developers under the condition they remain
"green belts" would keep the same community structure that people love now, and that people want to come to. Don't turn into Herriman where you
build a multitude of multifamily housing at EVERY instinct. Get some green space and green belts, larger lots for bigger houses. I understand there
won't be as much "money made" but I can guarantee you that people will want to do more business, and live here longer if you have these options
available as opposed to a strictly multi family housing opportunity.

Traffic improvement going east to west and west to east. North/Southis being improved with growth, but not East/west

Outdoor shopping community centers

Better park maintance. An ice rink in West Jordan would be great. be a part of the Kearns recrearion discounts. It would be nice to see less high
density housing.

Better/more maintenance of facilities

Overall service infrastructure, especially for broadband. West Jordan is going to lose a lot of the "Silicon Slopes" inrush of people due to the outdated,
slow, and costly broadband infrastructure that currently exists. Fiber optic cabling to the home would be a huge draw, not only for new communities
but for existing ones as well (where zero improvements have been made!)



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

Community rec center

Increased communication regarding family events. Ie- performances, dances, free family events, etc

Communication with community. No more tax hikes

Improved maintained parks Crime prevention

Hold the line on high density housing.

better control on high density with better traffic flows east-west

More water conservation, Better roads Better traffic management More thought out growth Look forward in policing with changing demographics
Quit bending over backwards for big business at the expense of citizens and small business

Low density housing areas that are affordable.

Better planning/zoning for transportation connectivity (all modes).

parking at the soccer complex

Crime/theft rate decrease

A splash pad at the Veteran’s Park.

I would like to see better sidewalks and trails.

Adding a hydrotherapy jetted pool to both the indoor and outdoor recreation/pool centers.

Rec center to serve the west side and CHHS

improvements to 7800 S and Redwood rd.

Updated Jordan River Parkway

Traffic control. More police cars Visible on the streets. A weekly police report on Facebook.

More business buildings full that already exist, more walkability, focusing on local businesses and sustainability. Less high density housing.

Better soccer fields, balanced housing densities

A Rec center/more commerce on the west side of Jordan landing

Rec center

Lake, outdoor activities, ice skating, skate park, fishing, hiking trails, rec center west side with indoor/outdoor pools.

Better Roads and development planning



What is one major improvement you would like to see in the community over t...

Better lit streets

Street maintenance( weeds etc) Road maintenance( 3200 west is the worst road)

A better East/West road/highway. Traveling East and West, especially during rush hour, is very congested. It would be great to have something like the
201 or even the flex lanes on 54thto help with that.

Lower income housing options

More green space

Stop replacing intersections so quickly. I.e. 7000 sorry and Bangerter changed design of intersection twice within a 6 years. Waste of money.

Recreation center or pool in the further west part of West Jordan. Better crosswalks for schools on main roadways such as 4800 s.

A rec center with indoor diving pool

Secondary water

Better east/west travel :)

Less lights on Mountain view or freeway style ramps.

Sustained Economical development

Better east/west traffic flow

More trees. Most city trees along roads were abandoned years ago.



Q14 - What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for example,

police, fire, roads, parks, water, sewer, etc.), that would improve your quality of life in West

Jordan?
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What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Less crime

Roads

Community Activities like Taylorsville Days

Roads

Roads

Roads



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

70th S widened

Reduction in water rates

Municipal Fiber instead of being beholden to Comcast or Centurylink's poor service and high prices.

More parks on the western side of the city

More police officers, better pay for them.

code enforcement.

I would like to see an increase on the police force so it dosent take so long to get a response when there is a call. We have had to call a few time due to
concerning activity at a house on our street. It takes way too long to get a police officer to arrive! Two different times they were too late to see
anything. They are stretched too thin!

Police-the jordan river parkway needs to be cleaned up and patrolled, like in Murray. There are homeless and drugs everywhere.

restricted approval of high-density housing.

Roads

parks

Skate park

Roads & traffic mitigation.

Make 7800 South a two-way road at the intersection of Airport Road

Roads

More police!

Code enforcement

Connecting trails

Parks that are fun to go and enjoy. A good police presence. Mental health facility for children and adult who are low income or in abusive relationships.

better care of Brigadoon Park ... fertilization, weed control, etc.

Parks and parkstrips, streetscape maintenance and appearance in major roads.

Roads need a little bit of attention and why is the city watering in the middle of the day

Roads



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Better East West road travel

I'm good

Fiber optics high speed internet

More green space, walking paths

I think the police are probably overburdened, but there is no policing on the speed of vehicles on 9000 South and it is virtually impossible to turn left
out of our neighborhood on the West and South side (the only ways to exit our neighborhood). I believe we need a light out of our neighborhood. I was
also told we couldn't not have 4 way stops in our neighborhood. There is a through road that people drive too fast on and it's extremely dangerous for
the kids walking to school that could be solved with making the intersection a 4-way stop. It would slow traffic down on their way through and make
people a little more aware of what is going as they come around the bend.

I called 911. It was an emergency. Was put on hold 10 minutes before anyone answered at all. Not cool.

Roads

do something for the residents

More parks. Cleanup up the river trail and keep it primitive

Police

Roads!!!

Better commute east to west

Build a recycling plant

Police that would follow up and care about loss of property. I have not personally been affected, but have heard over and over again how the police
don't care to follow up on stolen property. Soon people will not report it any more, if they know nothing will happen to fix the issue.

Plow our roads in our neighborhood more promptly

Police

Rec center like Kearns kopfc

Finish the soccer fields at ronwood park including a walking path and pickle ball courts

Roads - alleviating traffic congestion

Secondary water, more police patrols

More walking/running/biking trails, such as one around Constitution Park.

More parks



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

A southwest freeway. Also, a decrease in residential theft.

Roads

Roads

Parks

Fix some of the pot holes and roads

Parks,Roads

Lower our rates

Night time watering of parks

Rec center on the west side

A county fitness center

Roads

Shade in the parks

Roads

Parks, more free space

Better snow removal

Less traffic. But that can only be done by limiting population growth.

Parks and arts

Better E/W traffic flow

Being able to sign up for equal payment plan with utilities at any time instead of just in October.

More police patrolling neighborhoods

Recycling Services

police

Crime

roads just fix the existing ones instead of bandaids



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

More police presence in neighborhoods, we have tons of speeding cars through our neighborhood

Better coordination of road construction (don't do work on alternative routes when the main road is under construction)

Secondary Water extended flow

Parks...They are run down

Parks

Better attention to older subdivisions below 4000 west. Such as street sweeping, patrols, and road repairs.

Roads

More policemen and women

Police, specifically gang issue resources

Roads

Police

East to West traffic flow improvement

Recreation/arts

I would really appreciate more water play areas for children in areas that are closer to our neighborhoods.

Parks connected to neighborhoods via trails

Less congested roads, especially east/west

Roads

Separate Code enforcement from the police. Ticket street Parker's in winter!

not sure

Police

Less restrictions on how much grass in yards and less space requirements from the fence lines so we can add on bigger additions to our houses.

water

Roads

Recreation on the West side, specifically a recreation center. We all put our money outside of our city for this purpose.



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Upkeep on city property throughout

parks

roads

Roads

Police services

Roads

Fill the pot holes

Not water parks and schools during hot days evaporating, also during rain storms, some how have a water wise system

Fix the entrance to Jordan Landing coming from the West.

Roads

Roads - particularly east-west roads

Roads

New Bingham Highway and 5600 w. Fix the right the turn lane lines. Rec center on west side of west jordan with pools.

More trails!

clean air less noise pollution

More police patrols

Replace all the dead trees along main roads, such as 4800 w . 9000 so thru 7800 so

Allow more zero-scaping to conserve water, it's quite expensive to keep the lawn green.

Roads and police presence

Stop bulldozing things!

Probably roads. Fix the crappy broken up roads, but don’t fix them all at the same time.

A better east west connection for roadways and rec center out west.

More police patrols/presence in the community. Only time you seed them is when you call them. Need more presence to help deter crime.

Code enforcement



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Parks, more of them in neighborhoods.

More police

I would like to see my dead end street plowed just like the other streets

Traffic

More police

Parks maintained. Still no fence fixed at my park next to railroad . Been over 2 years since we asked about it and minimal effort was made

Parks

Roads

Roads

Parks, streetscapes

Roads

More parks on the east side. Possible improvements of the parkway between 90th and 78th.

Stop making parks along busy roads that no one can use because it is too loud.

Crime is growing so more police presence in neighborhoods

Police

Police we need more to fight crime and make residents feel safe

see last comment

A roundabout on 7800 S 6400 W and the park that Maple Hills was promised.

Code enforcement

Roads, see my previous explanation on traffic management.

Repaving 2200 west between 7800 south and 9000 south

More off road bike and walking trails

A damn skate park already!

Glass recycling at the curb



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Water

I'd love to see an area of Veterans Memorial Park become a dog park.

parks

Better traffic signal synchronization

A roundabout or traffic light at 7800 S and 6700 W

Our parks aren't kept updated like South Jordan

Faster neighborhood snow removal

Water and sewer bills have gone up too much.

Police

Police department that actually respond to citizens

Road repair on surface roads and neighborhood streets.

Love the work on Bangerter

Irrigation water

Roads - stoplights at busy residential crossings (4000 W/Teton Estates)

Proactive policing!

Snow plows in the winter take forever to get to our street and then they are still left snowy. Snow regional in other cities is not as bad as west Jordan.

Higher tree density and diversity in city parks

Freeway! East to west traffic, or even one out west (going north and south).

Increased police presence

More recycling opportunities for glass

Parks

Improve response time to district 4 issues. Right now it’s 20-30 minutes to get an officer out here for real time serious issues.

Open areas, parks

Recreation center



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Roads

More open space

theft, harder punishment for mail theft and fraud do your work not the victims tracking down the suspects

Recreation center on the west side of the city.

Road conditions

Roads

East/west road improvement for commuting. (higher speeds/more lanes)

Parks

More small neighborhood parks.

Left turning lights! Not just a yellow flashing light

Parks geared for age 5 and under

Police

More schools

More pet friendly walking parks

Police

I want the public works to actually keep the storm drains clean. You have employees and vehicles to manage this. I am ashamed to know that my tax
dollars are used for not caring for the city. You caused a devastating flood and then have hidden behind a statue to take the blame from yourselves.

dog poop receptacles in places other than parks

Police

More presence of police and fire

Recreational centers

Roads

Police. The running of red lights is absolutely out of control. I've seen many near accidents due to blatent red light running.

Preventative road care. Sealant to prevent cracking/pot holes.

Roads



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Large city park on western side of West Jordan

Improve 1300 west between 7800 and 70th south

Roads

Splash pad open on Sunday. We have to go to South Jordan.

splash pad access 7 days a week!

Roads

Roads

More ticketing for those who don't keep property looking good

more access to secondary water

Police

Police

Roads

Police

Putting more electric car charging stations in retail areas and parks. Local businesses should be incentivized to cater to those who can improve local
air quality.

Continue to build the positive relationships between kids and law enforcement

Improved road surfaces. Several city roads have been very poorly paved for years. Some were recently resurface. "Yea!!!", but then holes were
immediately dug in them, by the city, and now they are no longer nice and smooth. I'm thinking specifically of 2700 W and 4800 W north of 7800 S, but
others need help too.

Larger Police force for the size of this city.

One construction project at a time.

roads

Secondary water. Many subdivisions out west are piped for. But no connection to city.

Park improvement. I live adjacent to a park and better maintenance such as snow removal, watering at appropriate times, weed control, etc.

Make 9000 South a flex lane to move traffic quicker

Quit putting these lighted billboards right outside people's homes. Not cool. Not right.



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Police

Roads

Traffic is increasing on the west side of the city and the roads aren’t catching up fast enough.

better park maintenance

Sidewalks and or trail access to Mountain View corridor from the north side 6400 w and 7800 s

More police officers

More consistent Code Enforcement that is proactive rather than the reactive way it is now functioning.

Roads

Parks

Police - I always appreciate a police presence and quick response to suspicious activity so that our neighborhoods stay safe.

I think currently West Jordan provides all of these things great. There is nothing currently that would change my quality of life. I just want to see
everything maintained at a high level to keep my quality of life the same in future years.

Police,Fire

See answer to previous question. Also, rebates for water conservation efforts to home landscaping.

more frequent police presence in neighborhoods

Police

more patrol, our "safe" neighborhood has been the target of a theft spree.

Police patrol is lacking I been living in my current home and I can tell you right now I have had no interaction with police in my area, but I have had gifts
stolen off my neighbors steps.

Roads need more focus. 4800 west is bad between 7000 and 7800 th

Internet Fiber to the homes

Parks

A fully staffed, fullly trained police force

Roads and more parks, not 1/2 acre parks but larger complexes like the Ron Wood facility

Traffic east & west.



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

water

More modern pet ordinances of the type Salt Lake County and its many contracting cities have.

Roads

Better east to west roads.

roads and parks. We leave the community to play.

Roads is a big concern! When roads are fixed it doesn’t last long. Parked cars on the streets during the winter should receive tickets (could help bring in
revenue too) because it makes the roads unsafe to drive when the pows can’t come through.

Roads

More restroom facilities at city parks

More bike trails that travel East and West, we have a severe lack of East to West routes.

Splash pad at veterans memorial

Increase in police

More trails, walkable

Ease of traffic going east/west

Enforce side walk violations. I slip on ice almost every day

A park closer to my home my kids could walk too.

POLICE

Roads are important but we also need a community center we can be proud of for the arts. I don't like having to drive to Sandy or Millcreek to attend
artist guild meetings or to Bluff dale or Midvale to attend concerts and theatrical events.

More parks in new developments

curbside glass recycling with regular recycling

Enforce city code

better traffic infrastructure

Smoother roads?

Better bike lanes for improved safety.



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Parks close by are a must for families

new exciting playground equipment, off corridor trail connection from 1300 west to redwood road

Smoother roads

We need a West side recreation center.

Larger police force

Parks kept cleaner

Better use of MY hard- earned tax dollars to pay for them.

rebuild of "castle park", glass recycling with pick-up

N/A

Roads!

Parks

Street Lights in my neighborhood

Better care if parks and green spaces, improvement in roads

They are doing a good job.

police

Code enforcement? I feel like most of the public areas of the city are run down and unattractive

Police. There are rampant problems with police, their perception, crime, and the feeling of being powerless and the police not being that useful either.

Xero scape park strips on City owned land

more frequent police patrolling

NEW REC CENTER WITH SPLASH PADS

Crack down on gang activity in the neighborhood near the courthouse.

Police presence in neighborhoods

Education. A lot more money into education, schools, teachers, equipment, opportunities, etc.

Roads



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Water pressure issues

More internet options like fiber subsidized by city taxes

Parks (more of them) the ones we have are great.

Parks

Fiber internet controlled by city.

Not putting my road through to redwood road

more trees in the parks

If the water/park departments would routinely check the sprinklers in the parks. I've seen sprinklers watering the roads instead of the grass too often
and it is a waste of water.

Unsure. I love greenspace and greenbelts. Don't overbuild, and if you're building - do so on bigger lots with greenbelt requirements.

Parks, both improving existing and and adding additional

Emergency responders

Roads

Roads--fix the water lines so you aren't digging up a newly paved roadway.

Make West Jordan a "Tree City USA" qualifier again. Too many dead roadside trees.

Better park maintenance

Would be better to have more of a police presence with having patrol cars drive in neighborhoods when an increase in theft happens. I think back to
Christmas where a lot of people were having packages stolen from their porches. I didn’t see any police cars driving through our neighborhood at that
time.

Parks

Police

Take better care of parks. They are weedy, not watered well and have terrible new play equipment which is not functional for young children and
toddlers.

traffic flow east-west

time the lights for better traffic management

Designated UTV trails.

Programs to reduce yard/garden water usage



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Fenced in Parks

Police

A splash pad at the Veteran’s Park

Better sidewalks and air quality.

Better management of costs for public safety. With growth, there's more money from increased property values to cover resources needed by said
growth. Stop raising our taxes. Cut unnecessary spending instead of trying to raise taxes. Use existing funds to equip our officers with protective gear
and require them to wear the PPE.

Flow of traffic is desperately needed. In the morning, I sit at green lights waiting for the next ones in the series to change east bound (west bound in
the evening) Also, west bound 7800 S is backed up from Mountain View past 5600 W nightly clogging the round about.

parks, jordan river parkway

Crossing guards

Police.

Continuing street sweeping

Parks, police, water

Rec center on west side of town

Bike lanes

Parks

Potholes being filled and roads being maintained more frequently

water

Roads

A community center on the west side.

More snowplows out in the winter.

Roads

Honestly not sure

parks police roads

Roads and a sky walk across 7800 south and grizzly way for the school kids



What's one improvement, specifically to a city-provided service (for exampl...

Open space / trails

A less expensive rec center

No recycling

Reduction of taxes,

Improved street lighting

None



Q18 - What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the City of

West Jordan?
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What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

More communication about what is happening and what decisions are being made. Ask for more input from citizens. We might have some ideas they
have not considered.

Have a consistent vision and stick with it.

I've been really impressed living here. It seems that so far the city council really listens to the people. Dirk Burton seems to go out of his way to talk to
people and see what would make a difference for them.

Adopt a more business and economic development friendly attitude towards the businesses in West Jordan and listen to their input.

Start listening to citizens or we will keep voting against you and putting someone else in there who WILL listen.

Save money. Don't waste tax dollars on pet projects.

Make sure you are always collaborating and finding a common ground.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

Already mentioned. Get Sugar Factory Playhouse running again, at that location. It was a great community theatre, a unique experience. It was
affordable too. West Jordan could market to the crowd that can’t afford Hale Center Theatre. Create a pocket area of theatre and dining. We need
nice events here, classy experiences but not the high price. Have horse drawn carriage rides in Jordan Landing, why not? People here have horses,
designate certain lanes on the weekend that are only for carriages. We also need more bike lanes. Plant trees, install small playground structures, and
benches along the path adjacent to Mountain View Corridor, make it beautiful like Jordan Parkway. Send out a monthly email of West Jordan events,
activities, news.

Take the state to court and force them to fix our east west roads or turn the roads over to WJ so we can do it. Eliminate the eyesores along 70th south
from 1300 East to Bangerter. Make the city more attractive by passing ordinances (or inforcing existing ordinances) requiring owners to maintain their
property and landscape it, especially in the front yard.

Property code enforcements, no street parking, clean up the neighborhoods, keep our parks and trails safe, I think that the west side of bangeter
should become its own city. West Jordan is way too Large.

Wake up, get along with each other, and listen to your constituents - forget about your personal pet projects and do what's best for the city.

Stop high density housing and building family homes on small lots that have no yard or space between them.

roads need improvement and regular maintenance, faster plowing during winter season on small streets, graffitti control

We need more activities for our kids out here in West Jordan west of 5600 west. We need a place for kids to go when they are bored, like a community
center, and/or skate park. This way they are doing productive things with friends, rather than just “hanging out.” Which can lead them to trouble.

I would advise City leaders to make a concerted effort to plan what our city should look like when it is entirely built out. This would be a basis for our
vision of our city. Quality of life issues are extremely important in this vision. This future plan of the city should be detailed and rely heavily on a high
degree of quantitative analysis to define what kind of city we want to been. There is a lot of data available for city planning of this type and we should
use it. We should not let current short term financial concerns influence our long term strategic approach.

Be willing to invest in higher end, quality developments. Be willing to maintain them. Bring businesses to West Jordan that will attract quality people.

Quit growing for just the sake of growth. We need higher quality of growth.

Attract new businesses and update, but also maintain the small town feel. More activities like Riverton and South Jordan.

Continue to be responsive to input from average citizens as well as to small and large businesses and other entities that have a vision for how they
want West Jordan to be. Find ways to reach out more to them to make them feel that they input is sought after and appreciated.

Keep the business areas nice and clean.

Have each elected official give a paragraph or so from her perspective every month of how government is working and what a short summary What
she is doing.

strive to develop city in a more farsighted fashion.....more consideration of what impact in the future the current decisions will have.

City needs to stop living like it's on a thrift store budget and yes, I support a tax increase to do so. Invest in quality streetscapes and other quality of
life elements in the city like a rec center and community center. Areas in Herriman have decorative wayfinding signs for neighborhoods and beautify
streetscapes (not concrete parkstrips). It's hard to take pride in a city that doesn't take care of itself.

Water at night not during the middle of the day

Find some better retail in the landing



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

Focus on business. It's the best way to improve net taxes. More taxes than housing and fewer services needed than housing.

Don't let the housing get too dense. I've seen homes being built in "back yards", which I think is fine IF there's a huge back yard. But I'd rather that not
become the norm

Manage growth sensible, listen to citizens

Manage growth in sensible ways

Limit high density housing. Take into account schools and families when permitting. Keep health and wellness of residents in mind. Recreation centers,
green space, etc are important as well as their upkeep.

I appreciate the survey on the playground equipment and asking for our opinion since it is our kids playing and also our money that helps pay for it. I
think the process for deciding those things should be adjusted, by asking residents what they would like and then seeking bids. If WJ has made
mistakes in the requirements then they should fix them and allow those that submitted bids to make the necessary adjustments. Many times when new
business development occurs, the older areas lose their tenants and we end up with many empty buildings. I'd love to see a new business in the old
Kmart building on 9000 South. Thanks for bringing in Smith and Edwards. It's a great addition.

Please post things that we, as citizens, can do to help out. Also, is there a place that lists what is going on for the good of the city? I'm thinking things
like special speakers, library activities, food pantries, etc. if we don't know about things, we can't help or participate.

We Need more money for schools

Look outside the box

Get educated on what's going on, follow through on what you say and don't pawn off questions that underlines how ill fired they are for their
appointments

More cooperation, we are famous for our infighting city council.

Please more open to community partners and include them more in the information of the city.

Stop being so damn greedy. You all took a JOB to help the people of this city, not help yourself by belittling their NEEDS over your WANTS.

Consider road planning to accommodate growth

Modernize your council meetings. Give citizens a more interactive experience. Allow multimedia presentations by citizens (doc cam, Apple TV, chrome
cast)

Choose people for the planning commission that know what they are doing or train them better.

Think ahead! High density housing has already congested our roads, schools. We have an event planning metting just to leave the house. (Direction ,
time of day, how many people etc)

Dont be crooks Listen to the people Allow normal car dealerships Need way more jobs out west

Keeping doing a good job and getting input from the public

Bring more businesses - unique places. Quit raising taxes and water - plan ahead so there are more level increases.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

Make the website easier to navigate. I still can't figure out what the city names for things are vs what normal people call them.

The schools, the recreation facilities, and the parks are loved and used. Please make invest in them. They make our city beautiful and keep us healthy
and happy.

Spend money on the important things first and get them fully funded before raising taxes.

It seems like there has been an increase in residential theft in our neighborhoods. Right around 90th S and between 27oo W. and 3600 W. I used to feel
safe in our neighborhood. We have a very strong Neighborhood Watch and the police station has been great to work with us. I would like to see more
preventative measures and figuring out the overcrowding of the prisons so people don't get arrested just to be released. I would like to see east west
travel being addressed.

Do what’s right. Even when no one is looking. And when it doesn’t benefit you. Don’t cave to the con flight of interest and serve your selves

Stop giving huge tax breaks to big companies! Get citizens to be more involved so we have better people in office managing and leading the city. Stop
building apartments/townhomes that are over populating our city. Stop building new business lots and fill the already built ones that have and are
always vacated. Run a highway west to east.

We have a lot of kids some are fairly poor we need cheaper acrivites.

Keep up the good works

Increase the diversity in your management. Very little ethnic diversity in leadership

Lower the cost of living here. charge for lights, garbage, drain, etc.

Be aware of low income creep. Approve higher quality building projects and businesses that will bring higher paying jobs to the city. Build sustainable
parks and trails for family use. Strengthen cultural arts support. Continue to listen to resident concerns and act on them in a timely manner. Continue to
budget wisely and know that your efforts are appreciated. Encourage residents to keep shopping dollars in the city. Do what needs to be done to keep
residents safe. I love WJ and hope to live here for many years to come.

Growth in moderation. I would like to see the council consider the comfort and safety of the citizens over business and contractors. Recent focus
seems to be on attracting business and growing tax revenue. Yet Jordan Landing has a lot of closed businesses and empty buildings. Our city is
suffering from pollution and traffic problems. High density housing is stressing our schools and bringing in more traffic problems and crime.

Get out more and really talk to the community. Especially the ones who have lived in West Jordan for more than 10 years.

You’re doing a good job. No complaints.

Please limit our housing growth.

Responding to voice of tax payer

Simply to keep fees/taxes under control.

Listen to current residents of various life stages

Please don’t let our city get over crowded with multiple family housing.

Keep it up



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

Plan out road works better so roads aren't being constantly dug up. Look to the future and figure out how to deal with the east/west traffic and what
other traffic problems will be getting worse with the growth we have. Try and fill the empty businesses. Revitalize Redwood Rd.

Be sure to maintain our emergency services as this area continues to grow

I want to remain in West Jordan, but I need some affordable housing options.

nothing at this time

Be respectful and work together. Do not solve problems just by raising taxes (bring in more business as a tax base). Be business friendly, do not try and
solve community business by taxing businesses out of West Jordan.

care more about the citizens instead of big business..never means better life for the people

I have lived here my whole life and bought a house one street away from where I grew up because I love it here and want to raise my child here. I think
you are doing a great job I just wish we had speed bumps or something in the neighborhood to stop people from speeding.

Stay in budget

None

Listen to the resident s

Help our city be a safe, clean place in which to live.

Don’t forget about the older subdivisions. Also quit approving high density housing. Better street configuration for east to west direction.

make good financial decisions

More interactions with a diverse group of residents. Not just the vocal ones, not just the ones that teach out complaining. There is donuts woth officers.
Maybe quarterly coffee/donuts or lunch with leaders events. On a Saturday when more people can make it to get to know eachother better

Start listening to the people

Start thinking like the 4th and soon to be 3rd largest city

The current leadership appears to be able to work together with respect and comprimise. Continue to do that. As long as we have leaders that strive
to lead with integrity, the city will be ok.

I would really like to suggest that when we are looking at approving new building permits that we remember that our West Jordan roads are already
over crowded and that we have over crowding in almost every school in the district. Continuing to add houses does not bring in tax money from
businesses and it does not allow for business that we frequent to locate closer, we have to drive a good distance to get anywhere. Also, I would really
like to see the city have more activities all over West Jordan and not just in the "major" parks or buildings. Smaller activities perhaps for neighborhoods
(block parties) would be really fun and allow for neighbors to actually get to know one another.

Spend more time focusing on the West Jordan of the future, and less on current property values.

Have a plan for traffic and schools before allowing housing developments.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

Please do not raise water and sewer rates any more! We are now on a fixed income and the water, sewer, and other associated rates are getting pretty
high. Is there any way that we could have more use of secondary water for outside use in our area of the city?

Stop building more homes and apartments and taking away land! Smaller parks and grassy areas keep that small town feel

Keep up the good work and thank you for your service!

Keep up the good work.

More department accountability in regards to finance and money.

Leave some empty fields as just parks and open space, we do not want to become crowded in like Daybreak.

I don't know anything about running a city; but I have been very impressed by how the current government is seeking so much resident input. I have
never enjoyed this kind of involvement and influence in a city before. Thank you.

Stop wasting our money on empty promises and make improvement to our city so that people will want to live here and do business here.

I would suggest enforcing no street parking in neighborhoods. It is dangerous for kids when so many cars line the neighborhoods. It should be
enforced.

Get along and work together for the greater good.

You are working for the people of West Jordan. Keep asking questions and then folloa up on their responses. Do not follow your own opinions.

Drive around and look at the growth. Do not rely on numbers from a report

Time to clean house and vote in new leaders

Please be thoughtful in cases when you have power to increase high density housing to keep it limited.

We've had some embarrassing press over our mayor and City council in the past. You're doing great now, just keep it up and keep it classy!

Let residents know what is going on and what you decide. People dont think they can make a change or a difference. If they have a problem people
dont seem to listen

Add more anchor business, less high density housing and traffic, renew blighted areas.

Use our money wisely. Bring in business that will better contribute to our tax base so that residents don't have to be over burdened with taxes.

West Jordan doesn't have much of a city identity compared to other cities such as Sandy. We're just a bunch of people that happen to live within the
same geographical boundaries, and we tend to go elsewhere to work and find culture, entertainment, and even shopping.

LISTEN to the people and LEAD them

Remember the west side of West Jordan. Need more amenities. More community activities. Public space available for non-profit meetings. Reduce
high density development.

Communicate constantly with school district about growth. Communicate with county about need for rec center and pool on a west side. Advocate
strongly for our needs.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

enforce the ordinances

Low taxes keep people happy.

City of West Jordan is the only City that residential neighbors don't have to plant and maintain front lawns, it's shocking that a City wouldn't have more
pride in their City.

Incoming younger residents are more interested in businesses that offer experiences and less interested in businesses that offer goods.

Focus on roads causing vehicle damage. Police officers In More neighborhoods making presence known. Policing school zones better. Ticketing
residents not following laws as far as parking on roads after snow, yard overgrowth, aggressive neighbors or unlawful activity going on at neighbors.

Stop bulldozing things!

Listen to the people. Fix the Dannie stink. That’s great that you went on a tour of it, but how is that going to fix the problem? Clean up Jordan Landing.
Could we add an ice skating park? Think outside the box people. Make WJ as amazing as the other cities that we travel to and spend our money in!

Please don't ignore the west side and treat them as a place to pack in as many people as you can. The land is virgin. Do what is best for it in the long
run not just what the latest developer says is best for right now.

Need to expand our tax base through attracting business's into the city. We need more manufacturing/IT business's that can offer jobs to keep people
in the city spending their tax money and attracting other businesses like restaurants/entertainment. Keep focus on driving single home over multi-
family to keep from over populating the schools and parks. Enforce existing policies in neighborhoods to keep them looking nice as a lot of areas are
really looking run down which drives all our property values down. Invest in police presence patrolling communities to help deter crime and better
support of neighborhood crime initiatives.

Crack down on multiple families living in 1 household. Parking issues in neighborhoods. Enforcing keeping properties looking nice.

Live within the budget.

the city is feeling tired to me. Everything looks old and worn out. 90th south has too many vacant buildings and it's looking like Shopco will be closing
soon too. I think 78th is looking like a mini Mexico. The only new business is always either a Mexican restaurant, mexican grocery store, or a Mexican
furniture store. There are too many pawn shops. There is too much crime. We have way too many break in's in our neighborhood. Let's give some
incentives to bring in more business's and fill the empty buildings. I want West Jordan to have a reputation that is positive and all I hear is that it's
becoming another WVC , Kearns, or Magna.

Think about quality of life for your residents and things they can do to make our city better. More activities, parks, other than just fast food
everywhere. Do something great with the property on redwood road. Improve east/west traffic. BUILD AN ARTS CENTER that's convenient to trax.
Affordable housing!

Take a more pro active approach towards affordable housing by looking at ways to allow ADUs and lighten restrictions on mother in law apts. Educate
leadership that there is actual an affordable housing crisis.

Listen...and follow through

Use- reuse what we have rather than building new and taking up open space

Less high density!!!

Bring in more businesses, have long term plans, don't change zoning to high density everytime a developer says that's all they can get. Sandy let their
downtown remain fields until the time was right.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

I care more about living in a city that I can take pride in, that's attractive and feels up-scale, then competing with Magna and Kearns for which
city/town is least cared for.

Keep the community informed.

More restaurants and businesses on the east side.

Develop a cohesive plan and stick to it.

1. More business, corporatations, retail stores out west 2. less high density but allow ADU 3. a rec center on the west side 4. fix the roads 5. plan around
Mountain View for a lifetime. Don't piddle around on it.

We are being taxed at every turn. Please consider doing away with park projects and other non essential programs to keep our taxes lower

Take Pride in what you are doing. Even though for some this is a side job work on being proud of the city. In order to make a difference in the city we
need you to give more money to police and community officers to start cleaning up the city. Start fining people for issues. This will help clean up and
city and more officers will keep the city safe.

Instead of increasing taxes. Cut spending. It what i do. Cancel the arts building and hire a new police officer.

Do what you PROMISED, and not just what you promised but those that were there before you. Have some integrity, the feeling in the community is
that those leading our city SUCK.

Like stated in a previous comment update the rental rules for the city. I have seen a steady increase in my neighborhood with homes adding a
basement enterance to have renters. Parking is a major issue, I’ve had days where we didn’t get our mail because renters are parking in front of the
mailboxes. Either enforce the rules or chance them so they can be enforced. The community quality of life is deteriorating as this unregulated practice
grows out of control.

Manage traffic better. This also goes hand in hand with managing development. Don't let the developers push you around and get something that just
benefits them and not the citizens.

Stop fighting and do what you were elected to do

Keep trying. I am always astounded at the negative comments I read online about anything and everything that is done by and in the city. Please know
that most of us thing you are doing ok. Mistakes are made, but we have a good city with good people.

Keep a small town feel

Make a skate park already...

I love West Jordan and want to see it stay a safe and clean community

Watch their spending.

Please continue working on leadership together. It makes a difference how you lead...how you connect to one another, and how you connect to the
community. Thank you!

More parks, better public transportation. Also, take us out of the dark ages by allowing a liquor store in the city limits.

It would be nice to have a community recreation center out west (near Copperhills high school). Gene fullmer is so far east and not central to a lot of
citizens in West Jordan.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

Get out of the office and drive around to actually see where and how things could be improved. Then look to other cities to see what has been
successful before implementing something that just sounds like a good idea.

Care about yourparks and req center and tell the employees who work in your parks not to leave plastic water bottles behind when they leave.

None

I would like to see homeowners be able to rent to related people and be able to have a kitchen and bathroom for them.

Use our tax payer money to provide us better protection. Pay our police more. Attract and retrain more law enforcement talent. West Jordan is getting
a reputation of being filled with crime.

Clean the city up, and bring in businesses that citizens actually want. Make the police department do their jobs. We had an elderly family member
mugged at a grocery store and they didn’t even respond did a phone call report instead of actually responding to the mugging. Criminals are doing
more crime here because they know that the police department aren’t going to respond. Code enforcement of property laws aren’t enforced which
drives down our property values.

Reducing the cost of managing the city. High salaries, wasted tax money.

Fiscal responsibility and look to live within budget and don’t default to raising property taxes.

Keep the city safe. Keep the parks open and free. Don't let it turn into west valley

Bring in more business! Jordan Landing is good, but something is wrong there. Too many empty stores!

Stop patting your selves on the back in meetings, and do the will of the people who elected you. Where are our 10 extra police positions?

See other question response. But mainly stop the high density dumping ground!

Focus on transportation improvements within the city, especially East-West traffic, and capitalize on routes like NBH that could become high volume
roads instead of turning them into slow, low volume parkways.

When planning roads in new developments, plan ahead. Make roads 2 lane roads, so we don't have to fix them in the future.

The city of West Jordan is aging in many parts. That aging has caused some of the other areas to become degraded in many ways, like increased
crime rates and curb appeal. I believe it's crucial that West Jordan stays innovative and proactive instead of reactive. If we want to make/keep West
Jordan bright and vibrant, we must attract those types of people to stay/move into our city. That must be done through providing top notch
education, having ample infrastructure for the expected growth, and keeping our crime rate low. If you, as the leaders of our city, can manage to get
the community involved and continue to keep our city innovative, we will become the heart beat of the Salt Lake Valley.

Stop passing ordinances that belong to HOAs we moved here to enjoy our lives not to have to worry about cranky people around us. Even get rid of the
useless ones.

Controlled moderate growth with thought to the future and investing in existing infrastructure to maintain high quality of life. Controlled growth will
make West Jordan the best city for families if it is done right.

More attention to west-West Jordan. Fix the intersections on 7800 south, west of Mountain View corridor.

Try to recruit higher class businesses

Listen to your residents.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

Need knew employees,

Find ways to decrease the traffic moving East/West. One way to ease that is to bring better businesses to the west side of the city. Develop office
space and business space so that people don't have to use the East/West roadways as much. Utilize Utah's growing economy to attract more to the
west side. Be more visible and transparent with projects instead of sticking little yellow signs in the middle of fields about rezoning meetings. Help
residents understand how to be more involved in the city management process. The amount of time someone has lived in the city shouldn't affect how
much attention they get. Stop complaining about the growth out west and start planning for it better. As a new citizen out west I've felt like a
secondhand citizen because of the way more tenured citizens or City officials speak of the west side of the city.

If people want to talk about rezoning housing density, the city first needs to outline how infrastructure improvements will be done before any rezoning
discussion should occur. Primarily road improvements (traffic - east/west) and schools (elementary/middle).

I really enjoy having west Jordan on my Facebook and the many posts, notifications and updates that are made. The frosty thing was awesome. The
family activities that are held like the movie in the park and things are great. I would say just keep it up.

Talk to the people to see what they really want after you get elected. A lot of candidates talk while they are campaigning but then stop asking after
they are elected.

No more High density housing !!!!!

Keep listening to the citizens.

Keep the designs when creating a new development such as parks, shopping, walking paths, etc. We bought our home thinking these things would be
developed and so far I've only seen more apartments. Was informed we'd have a city creek type area, so far not the case.

Keep doing these surveys where you involve the community in the solicitation of feedback process. It’s great

To accept your responsibilities to the residents of this community and manage it better.

Build fewer multi family units and allow more business

No wasteful spending

Listen to the people

If growth is unavoidable please plan for less high density housing or locate them near major roads to avoid congestion in smaller community roads

Please keep working to bring quality businesses to the city

Help the community learn about different resources that are available to us especially here in West Jordan, those that live in apartments do not get a
water bill so we have no clue.

Find ways to make West Jordan an entertainment and dining destination in the Salt Lake Valley

Continue to keep the streets clean. Make sure there is enough police and fire staff. Keep the roads well maintained. Continue to improve parks. Look to
bring in businesses that will provide good paying jobs for the community

Whether we are talking about water rates, sewer and waste collection fees, property tax, etc., and I would include the cost of housing, the City is only
responsible for assessing the necessary charges to cover those things under its authority. It is not responsible for how individuals pay those charges or
their ability to pay. Yes, the election process should cause you to consider the necessity of any charge or fee because the voting public is allowed to
judge your actions with their votes. However, you are not responsible for their income or their personal budgets.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

keep the needs/desires of ALL citizens in mind and not just one denomination. Sunday is a valid day to enjoy parks etc.

Discontinue the charter school tax. Do an internal audit of the charter schools in the Jordan school district. Improve the older public school buildings
instead of increasing our property taxes to build new ones for the newer housing developments.

Change the way that the city bids out projects and contracts

Quite raising taxes. Cost of living raise (Social Security) doesn't keep up with taxes

Be a leader in "business friendly"

When things look good you feel better.

Bring businesses in to the big box spaces that have been sitting vacant for too long.

Allow for more ease of access or travel to business developments throughout the city and or traveled paths through/with the city as population and
motor vehicle numbers increase.

Make sure we have the infrastructure necessary, water, roads, police and fire before allowing large scale housing projects.

Prioritize the interests of citizens over developers.

Quit allowing building permits until there is a need. Make safe bike routes for families to use.

In our world today the vocal minority seems to always get their way. Please remember that the silent majority needs to be considered too. In other
words people's pet projects that are always being shouted about aren't necessarily always good for the community. Please keep the WHOLE of West
Jordan's best interests in mind when making decisions and budgeting for the city. Thanks for all you do for our community.

Keep up the good work and don't raise taxes.

I think they are doing a fine job, I would just suggest advertising events a little bit better.

I have been discouraged in my interactions with the city. I feel that leadership would rather not have community involvement. It is difficult to follow the
issues that are important to me, the promises of the Mayor to include information on the website have gone unfulfilled, only a very select area of homes
are notified of meetings, and scheduled meetings are frequently re-scheduled making it almost impossible for citizens to stay abreast of decisions.

I watch every city council meeting. You guys are all doing a fantastic job. City staff is very knowledgeable. Keep up your efforts.

Please stop building apartments, condos, town homes.... leave some farming and green space we don’t need any more people. If you stop re-zoning to
add new housing in the West, people will start buying the older houses and fixing thme up in the East.

Keep the businesses in business districts and keep the communities nice.

West Jordan needs more police officers as our city seems to be on news weekly for crime.

Listen to the people. We live here and should have a say in what happens in our city

Wider street layouts. I know growth is inevitable, but narrow streets that make it impossible to park a car in front of your house and allow traffic
through in the long term are undesirable.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

Our community out here in west West Jordan is tired of feeling like we’re being overlooked. Our community is growing and the roads, stoplights,
sidewalks, crosswalks are not. Our kids don’t even have a safe route to walk to the elementary school - thank heavens we’re still bussed. It takes
forever to be able to turn out of our community because the cross traffic on 7800 is too constant. I hate leaving the neighborhood because of the
traffic I encounter as I do. I’m tired of gunning it to cross 7800 s to get anywhere and praying the small gap between cars is big enough for me to cross
without being hit.

Try to cleanup/encourage redevelopment along Redwood Road before it is so bad that nobody wants to locate there. With every empty store, our
property values decrease.

- Seek more consistent and meaningful citizen involvement. - Stop pushing to decrease the quality of life in residential areas (increased densities,
decreased development standards, non-enforcement of everyday traffic violations, idiot round-abouts, meaningless landscape standards, etc). -
Restructure the year-long budget/strategic plan process. - Develop and adhere to long-range plans for finance/budget and for development. -
Provide a plan for West Jordan to become a destination point for something (for anything!) - Begin to tell citizens how the change in the form of
government will benefit them and what changes they may expect to see beginning in 2020. - Continue with and ramp-up the positive direction
economic development has begun over this past year. - Provide the City Council with monthly financial reports, budget updates, and status reports on
all requests by the Council and by citizens. - Restructure. or hire additional employees, and/or expand internal access to stored computer information
so to ensure that there is a responsible employee available to answer questions (in every department) at all times that city hall is open. I'm tired of
hearing that the only employee who might have an answer is "off today" or "on vacation". - Don't embarrass us as a city. - Work to provide more
diverse retail/service sector/entertainment venues within the city. - Implement expanded website access to a much broader base of citizen/business
information. WJ has spent a lot of money on a new software system while eliminating much of the information that was previously available. If you
don't know it, residents are aware that online access and information IS the future. West Jordan is failing to get with the present, no less the future. -
Lastly - seek more input, more often. A once-a-month survey would be a good start.

Listening to citizens more and equally. West West Jordan gets treated like a red headed step child compared to the rest of the city.

I have none at this time. I am happy with the current track the City of West Jordan is following.

Don’t be afraid to raise taxes if it is something that is needed to keep the city clean, safe, and well maintained like it is now.

Keep up the great work. The new management team is great. Though it seems alot came from Sandy City

Less higher density housing!!! More money towards road projects. Less higher density housing!!! More commercial (shopping, dining, etc.) on the west
side of the City. Less higher density housing!!! (I hope you understand my suggestions ;). )

No more high density housing without improvements to the infrastructure to support that increased population.

Keep doing a good job

Better flow of information updates of projects in the city.

You are there for the people act like or get out of the way.

Stop fighting, stop closed door city council meetings. Support our police and fire departments with everything they need! Bring more businesses! Get
overpasses on Mountain View corridor before it is too late.

Please make sure that as growth happens that we have plans to offset that growth in services and infrastructure

Pay attention to the services needed on the West side of the city.

We have many people who want to be involved and feel they are contributing something to our community. Offer more opportunities for meaningful
service. Fund more staff for the parks department so they can keep the parks, park strips and other open spaces beautiful. Dress up the approaches
to the city. Keep after economic developement



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

Remember where everyone is moving in West Jordan. That is out west and we will be voting in new council members that would be more sympathetic
to our cries for help

Get some diversity in the staffing. Get out into the community. You all have totally lost touch!

Support the arts

It is vital that our new executive mayor elected this year be outstanding. To attract the best candidates, please increase the pay, beginning in 2020, to
the higher end among city mayors in Utah.

Limit the number of high density housing

We do not have to be the only city accommodating low income housing. Let's keep a good mix so we do not drive down property values. We are
already growing a lot, we don't want a lot of very high density housing etc.

Put a stop to mass housing and reevaluate the crowding that is causing east/west travel.

The area is going downhill fast. The lack of police presence, people not taking care of their property, homeless people and crime is a big problem!

Keep listening to and responding to our residents. So many other cities don't get input from their residents and it often causes major problems. Keep
the community involved!

Continue to improve communication with residents. It’s alrraft improved through social media.

Ask population for input! Please allow remote live streaming and participation in City council meetings! Better communication.

More funding for the arts. Stop making them 2nd class citizens!

Resolve the situations caused by homeless and the neighborhoods around 7200 S 1300 W

Listen to the people. You dont know everything.

Greater attention and responsiveness to ALL residents within the city boundaries of West Jordan!

We need to unite as a community. I want to attend cultural and art events in West Jordan--not in neighboring cities. I like the South Jordan and
Herriman facilities, but I want to build up our city--not theirs. Our water park is just so-so. I have to travel to Bluffdale for a nice water park for my
grandchildren. This is sometimes difficult to do because of East/ West traffic congestion trying to get to Bangerter High Way or the The Mountain
View Corridor to drive to these other cities. I'm just a few blocks from South Jordan. They offer quite a few community programs and activities, but I
don't live there, so I don't feel welcome. Please, help us want to say in west Jordan not just because we have better roads but because we have a real
sense of community with programs and activities that draw us together. Thanks for reading!

Please stop charging people through HOAs in new developments for things their taxes already pay for (parks, snow removal, etc.).

less negative politics, advocating for all parts of wj, remember the "east side" of wj

If you’re going to do something, do it right.

I'd love to see something like Taylorsville Dayzz in West Jordan. We have Western Stampede, but it's nowhere near as big a draw to residents of
surrounding communities.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

There is so much new development out west and no roads to accommodate all that extra traffic. More single family homes on larger lots instead of
apartment complexes.

as the city gets built out - invest more in trails and active transportation, help us leave our cars at home when we go to the city park or library, it would
make us healthy and improve air quality, but we need safe off corridor trails

Please listen to the voters. The city council meetings have a very embarassing attendance from the residents. I believe this is in part to the city posting
on social media about the meeting times and date just a few days before the meeting. People need time to plan to attend. Please post a schedule that
covers a few months out at a time. Also the council needs to take the voters comments seriously at these meetings.

Put the community first - not yourself and businesses!

Stop looking at tax money as the city's money. It is the citizen's money and should be spent prudently. Stop looking for ways to "improve" our city by
legislation, fees, or taxes and instead reduce or eliminate regulations and fees.

be an advocate for all of wj, no negative politics

Be honest with the citizens, do NOT treat me like you know more about things than I do. Just because you were elected, does not mean you are there
forever, you can be un-elected. Work together for the better of the citizens. Provide amenities for residents that live in older West Jordan, not just
those out West.

We need more businesses, increased support of law enforcement, better roads, and get rid of the traffic engineer!

Lots of surveys. Give your constituents a chance to voice their opinions

I live on the boundary of West Jordan along 6200 south. It would be awesome if the sidewalks got plowed from 4800 S up to 5600 S

West Jordan is a large and diverse city. All parts of the city should be considered when making decisions. Growth on the west side of the city is
booming and infrastructure, schools, etc need to receive support to accommodate the growth.

Take a different route to work and look around. It seems as though certain streets are much more well kept than other roads. For example, the road
coming from Midvale into West Jordan on 70th is SUPER ghetto. Why would a business want to come into WJ if that was their first impression?

Look to maintain the quality of West Jordan, I have been in my house for 5 years and our neighbor hood is decaying. Too many rental houses, yards not
being taken care of, crime happening too close, streets not being cleared because houses have too many cars. People don't need to be rich or fancy
but they need to be held to a standard to keep out city at standard.

Please attract more up and coming businesses, clean up the public areas (such as along Redwood Road, 7800 S, 9000 s) make the city more inviting to
residents and businesses.

Help West Jordan have more of a distinct culture. Help us be more unified. I have lived in West Jordan for almost four years and I've slowly started to
feel like it is home but if I want to have any real cozy intimate hometown experiences I always go outside of West Jordan. West Jordan doesn't have
small unique dinners like downtown slc has, doesn't have a culture like Sugarhouse has, doesn't have a downtown where you can go stroll around like
many other towns have, etc. It is so spread out and yet there is no real center. Even the center at city hall is very spread out and other than the library
and park there isn't much to do there. Not to just socialize. I'd like West Jordan to have a feel. Like you knew you were in West Jordan when you hit the
limits on redwood road.

Make sure we're planning for the future roadways and needs of West Jordan before allowing building.

Keep up the good work. We appreciate all you do for our community.

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK, WE ARE GROWING QUICKLY IN THE WEST PART OF THE CITY. WE NEED TO EXPAND QUICKLY TO KEEP UP WITH ALL
THE NEW PEOPLE.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

Do not make us pay for Boy scouts in our taxes!!!

Focus on making West Jordan a self contained city. Meaning we have the population but we need more jobs and companies in West Jordan and we
need more entertainment and recreation options in West Jordan. Currently most citizen of West Jordan have to go to other cities for both work and
entertainment.

Attract better businesses to the city like restaurants and stores

Listen and notify residents better

Provide the best services for community.

I know the city will keep growing, and I am fine with high density housing as I understand it’s purpose. Just think about the traffic needs as you are
making those plans. I also dislike giving businesses that bring few jobs huge tax incentives. I was glad to see Facebook go elsewhere.

Employ more road crews for maintenance and snow removal

Give residents a choice in more internet options - Fiber optics lines.

Take our input no one listened when we said we didn't want the road to go through they did what was best for them not for our neighborhood and our
kids but for the money they would make from the housing development

I attended several city council meetings last year. There are only 3 council members that I would vote for again. The others came across as flippant
and insincere. Get out, drive around and get to know the city, its people and its problems.

Listen to the concerns and suggestions of the residents better.

Listen to citizens. Don't take anything for granted. The biggest suggestion that I can see for any leadership is to get down in the nitty gritty, go out
with the streets maintenance workers - go work with the parks guys for a day, see what goes on at the street level. Having that first hand experience
will help you create a more effective plan, and give you more insight as to what actually needs to be done.

Much of West Jordan is single family homes that have decent sized lots. That should be the staple of housing in the future, .25 acre lots or bigger for
single family homes. Don’t push residential into every available area, keep commerce growing in West Jordan to be a place people will want to, and
can, live and work.

Create more social and communal areas throughout the city

Have the city workers use time effectively and do jobs probably

Quit fighting with each other and work on projects that improve housing or infrastructure options for residents. We don't need any more storage units!!!
(they bring zero jobs and are zero benefit to residents)

Plan with an eye to the future, attracting higher end restaurants and shops, thus attracting higher end revenue and citizens.

Keep up the good work. Increased communication would be awesome. Is it possible to have a community events page in our neighborhood newsletters
or posted often on the West Jordan Facebook page? Would love to know when events in the community are occurring.

Please put more into Veterans Memorial Park....I understand the growth is on the west side but the east side still needs some love

Increase volunteer opportunities. Empower and support volunteers.



What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

continue and improve communication, remember that you represent the citizens of West Jordan and not developers

Quit selling out the citizens to big business in the form of tax and utility incentives that citizens and small business pay for

How can we improve the empty stores and strip malls in the area and make it more attractive to potential businesses to move in? Then, how do we
keep those business successful?

Be professional. Make a plan and stick with it. Don't cave in to the vocal few or to attract the next big business.

Control the people not cleaning up their dogs feces at parks

More policemen to patrol at night. Theft is rampant.

Put a splash pad in at the Veteran’s Park instead of replacing the old western park.

Before you build the population, figure out how you are going to manage the growth.

Stop making decisions based upon your own opinions. When the constituents say NO, don't do it. Strive to operate via a balanced budget, strive to
save us money. There's no way a standard trash, water and sewer should run 3% of my monthly income. The funds from these base rates is
outrageous. Double that of my last city.

Infrastructure needs to be in place BEFORE new housing developments are. It is inexcusable to not have the roads, ammenities, schools, and safe
walking routes to the schools before the housing editions are completed. The city also needs to work with the school district to create reasonable
solutions to the city's growth. No student should have to sit on a bus 30-40 minutes each way because of poor traffic flow and boundary lines. The east
side of West Jordan needs a revitalization effort and the West Side needs ammenities. Maybe it is time to split West Jordan in 2.

Improve our city

Working toward getting major business to locate here

Animal control. Noise

Focus on long term and big picture. Beautify the city, maintain current things, improve community togetherness

Keep tax rates where they are, it's more affordable than other west side communities. Good job parks people. They are usually clean and well
maintained. I don't usually need the police but when I needed help they were great---however, if there is a no parking on streets during snow, please
enforce it. I love in a small community and cars are always parked on road. It us very frustrating. Good mayor right now, seems logical and stays out of
news headlines. Keep water rates reasonable or provide secondary water. More street lights on 8200 s between 6400 w and 5600 west. It is so dark
and very hard to see at night. I like community shredding days. I am in support of charging for the dumpsters, someone has got to pay for it. Maybe it's
a $1 per month in my bill and my area gets a dumpster a couple of times in the year. Soccer fields. We need more and please enforce parking there too.
It is illegal to park in a red zone. I really like West Jordan and am happy to call it home.

Find a way to grow and improve the west side and bring in businesses not more high/medium density housing

Keep a bigger picture in mind. High Density makes roads and schools too congested.

We need to create a city for residents that we can recreate in and not have to go to other cities to do it

Look to improve neighborhood roads and better manage layouts of developments for traffic patterns do not just allow developments do what they
want for the tax dollars



End of Report

What suggestions do you have for those who are leading and managing the Cit...

Better water maintenance, less public use of water for non needed areas of grass

Plan for the future better. If there had been better planning with Bangerter, y'all wouldn't of needed to spend so much money taking homes.

Keep taxes low

Give more FB notice to public hearing that are not regularly scheduled. Create events on page so we have more than 1 or 2 days notice.

Slow down on the high density housing. Roads are getting over crowded

Plan for a greener city. More environmentally friendly.

Maybe think about splitting the city. The "way way west" parts of West Jordan feel like a different city with different concerns than the rest of the city

Cut costs, use resources wisely. We don't need green waste cans every week. Nobody puts them out weekly.

Need to reverse the rising rates of fees and taxes and create a solid environment for sustained economic development




